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• We don't like publishing photos of dead animals, and although it is beginning to 
look like a spectalty of ours, we hope rids will be the last for a long, long time. 
but..  
Five chickens were IdHed by a Husky dog Thursday I)efere the dog was shot by a 
local man who was subsequently charged with discharging a firearm within the 
municipal limits of the municipality. The cldokens belonged to Cathy Jenldns 
who kept them on a Graham Avenue property leased from Miteh Agulrre, who 
shot the dog after it entered the chicken coop. Mrs. Jenkloa was upset about he 
adverse pubilcKy the Incident has received, and stated that the dog had entered 
the chicken coop and k i l l ed  5 of her 15 chickens before it was shot. The Husky was 
treated for the gunshot wounds and survived. The Herald felt that, as the dog's 
photo appeared on our frontpage, at l~ast Gee of Its victims should be given equal 
coverage. 
Olark Girds For Fall Eleotion 
01~AWA (CP). spoke to reporters for 30 realize is that the fun- 
aive Conservative minutes during a lunch damental constitutional 
Joe Clark fired up break, roform we need is a federal 
onndidateaforaponsiblelate ' HesaidthoCouservatives govermnent which is able to 
fall election at the party's are assuming Prime deal with the provincial 
national caucus Monday, MinistorTrndeauwillcallan governments. This is far 
saying the Liberal govern- election for this fall, rather mere important han any 
Hazelton Gets Grant 
• The Secretary Of State, the Hun. John Roberts, 
has awarded a grant of $20,000 to the Nor- 
thwest~rn National Exhibition Centre in 
Hazelton, British Columbia, the  recom- 
mendation of the Board of Trustees of the 
National Museums of Canada under its Core- 
Fundi~ Assistance Program. 
The Program, one of several administered by 
the National Museums of Canada, provides 
• continuing assistance, renewable on an annual 
basis, to designated museums and galleries 
evgaged in extensive public• programming.. 
Funds are directed mainly towardo Associate 
Museums and National Exhibition Centres for 
,public programs and extension activities which' 
might otherwise be beyond their financial 
capabilities. The underlying aim of the Museum 
Assistance Program is to enable museums, and 
related institutions to better pt~eserve the 
Canadian cultural he~tage, and to increase 
public access to that heritage. 
I)ampfiro Ban Lifted 
The campfire restriction order has been lifted 
from all zones within the Prince Rupert forest 
district, according to the Ministry of Forests. 
The ministry would like to thank everyone for 
their co-operation during the campfire ban and 
reminds all to exercise caution with campfires 
and to fully extinguish them upon leaving. 
Kitimat ROMP Report 
Kitimat RCMP are investigating a break and 
enter which occurred at the residence of Cyril 
Portman of 865 Kuldo sometime Saturday night 
or Sunday morning. 
It has not yet been determined ff anything was 
taken. * 
A Crossman socket set and black box 
belonging to Theodore Palamiak was reported 
missing from the Shell service station on 
Lahakas. 
WHAT YOU DON'T SEE AT THE DUMP - This black bear was spotted at the 
Terrace garbage d0mp trying to figure out Just what those humans were up to 
now. He watched for a white then decided they were a lost race anyway and left• 
meat's constltutionalreform than wait until ne~t spring legal change." 
.platform is breaking down. undriakadropinanpportat He attacked the govern- Oali  ,JIll Noflhern Detectives 
"It will be almost In- the polk. meat for misleeding tho 
possible for the federal TheConservativesnoware publie aboutthe seriousness ' . . . .  
Movernment to work with I0 in a good positlon, to of Canada's economic dif- On Wednesday, August 16, at  1:30  p.m., in the 
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Trudeau's constitutional that Trudcau's approach to called back this month or 
reform package at their constitutional reform is not 
meeting in Regina. working. 
About 200 Tory MPs and "It Js reaching the point 
candidates gathered on where it is clear that 
Parliament Hill for a day- Trudeau can't get along with 
lung session to plan their  anybody. What the prime 
election strategy. C la rk  minister doesn't seem to 
early next month for a new 
budget. Failing that, we need 
an exact statement of the 
budgetary position of 
Canada, including a revised 
estimate of the deficit,,' he 
said. 
Ed Broadbent / 
Ittaok$ Foreign Oontrol 
TORONTO (CP)-Ed Breadbent, leader of the federal New Democratic Part~,, 
says the Liberals and Progressive Conservatives have been slow to reactoto pubhc 
opinion on the need to reduce foreign ownership of Candian industries. 
'~he Liberal and Conservative parties have refused to come to grips with the 
problem of foreign ownership," Broadbent told a group of high school students 
Saturday. 
• Brsadbent citedthe auto industry and others as industries dominated by foreign 
multinationals that have not served Canadian interests. 
H~: said the government's failure to take control of these industries does not 
refleCt prevailing public opinion. 
He was.referring to a Gallup Poll released Saturday, which showed 69 percent 
of Canadtans believe there is too much foreign ownership in Canada nd 52 per- 
Cent believe in the principle of Canadian control - even at the cost of a reduced 
standard of living. 
"I find this commitment to independence encouraging," be said. " It  is clear 
Canadians want leadership in this as well as other areas." 
• Terraoo 
Polio Shot Priorities 
"' by Mary Spoke, PHN 
Polio vaceinaUons are available at the Terrace 
Health Unit (2-3215 Eby Street 635-6304) but 
because of the limited supply, vaecinaUous, at 
present  can only be made available to specific 
groups ef people who are at greater isk then the 
general populace. Priority will be given to: 
• (1) persons visiting Chilliwack, B.C.; London 
and Norwich, Ontario. 
" (2) parsons visiting Holland. 
(3) health care workers 
• (4) children who have already begun (and are 
in the ndddle of) their primary oral polio vac- 
cination series. 
Polio vaccinations ideally should be updated 
about every five years in order to maintain an 
optimum level of immunity. Any of the above 
persons who have not had a polio vaccination for 
five years or more should therefore contact he 
health unit. 
Adult clinics are held on Monday, Wednesday, 
and Friday from 3:00 p.m. until 4:10 p.m. 
Appoinlments must be made in advance. 
A new supply of polio vaccine is expected 
within the next two or three weeks. 
Upon its arrival the health unit staff will be 
able to vaccinate a greater ange of people. The 
newspaper will be notified at that time. 
Say you 
saw it in 
the Herald 
The Keystone Kops 
Couldn't Beat This 
• •VANCOUVER (CP)  - -  A stolen car, travelling like 
greased Hghtnlng, homed in on a body repair shop 
Sunday night after a shattering flight from police cars 
in east Vancouver. 
• .It started when RCMP officers in the 100-block 
North Sloran began following a car, stolen from a 
Buroaby parking lot, carrying three youths. 
• .It ended minutes later lO blocks away. 
• .In the Interval: The RCMP police car cnlHded with a 
city police car that had Joined the chase. 
• .The stolen car went out of control at Hastings and 
Vernon, demolished a large garbage container, wlped 
out a thermal gas valve and smashed Into several 45. 
gallon drums of tallow stored at the rear of the 
commercial centre. 
..Taflow, au Industrlai grease, spewed from the 
shattered rums and coated a funeral henrse parked 
next dmr. The car then hlt another garbage container, 
knoeldng it through the wall of an auto body shop and 
crushed Into the shop itself. 
•.PoIlce said the dotage was extensive but there were 
no InJurlea. 
• :A  police spokesman said today three Juveniles were 
esarged with dangerous driving and auto theft, 
KH, Elks Win At Nat'l. 
The Kitimat Elks 383 Pee Wee lacrosse 
team defeated Langley 12-5 in the Elks 
National Pee Wee Lacresse actiun in Vic- 
toria. 
Lovosquos Divorcing 
MONTREAL (CP) -- A 
weekly French-language 
magazine says Premier 
Rene Levesque has filed for 
divorce from his estranged 
wife, Louise L'Heureux, 
whom he married in 1947. 
The premler's office said 
Lovnsque was informed of 
the story but had no im- 
mediate comment. 
The magazine, Montreal, 
publishes what it says are 
legal documents quoting 
Levesque as giving per- 
manent breakdown as the 
reason for seeking divorce. 
It says he has offered his. 
wife alimony of $2,000 a 
month. 
However, his wife has con- 
teated the request for 
divorce, and  demanded 
;3,000 a month in alimony 
should the divorce be 
granted. 
FILE8 FOR DIVORCE 
Levesque, who turns 56 on 
Aug. 24, claims he and his 
wife, now 57, have lived 
apart since 1970. They have 
three children: Pierre, 30, 
Claude, 28, and Suzanne, 22. 
The premier, who has been 
consistently protective of his 
personal affairs, is said by 
the magazine to have drawn 
up a petition for divorce on 
July 11, 19"/7, and registered 
it formally one week later. 
The case was heard in 
Quebec Superior Court in 
Montreal on Nov. 21, 1977, 
the magazine said. 
Neither the man identified 
as Levemlue's lawyer in the 
case, Claude Paquette,'nor 
his wife's lawyer, Pierre 
Laments,no, was available 
Montreal magazine is pub- 
lished by Quobecor Inc., 
which publishes the mass. 
circulation tabloid, Le 
Journal de Montreal, and 
numerous other pub- 
lications, 
.... i'-!~i ~*:;~"~. "'i 
TORONTO (CP) -- 'On- 
lario's minister of health 
announced Monday that a 
sixth case of polio has been 
confirmed in the province. 
Timbrell said in a news 
release that he ministry has 
received confirmation of the 
presence of the polio virus in 
a person w~ was previously 
reported as paralysed. 
number of persons uffering 
from paralytic polio. Two 
other persons have non- 
paralytic polio. 
victims are from Oxford 
County in 
Ontario and none have been 
immunized. 
The minister also said that 
directives issued by his 
ministry Friday, concerning 
the age 
Ontario Oonfirms 
• i ,,   Sixth  ,Polio  l)ase ..... 
"munizati0ns outside the keep clinics open to 
Oxford County area, will re- everyone, regardless of age, 
main in 'effect until further as long as supplies last. 
notice. ' In Toronto, ministry 
Meanwhile, two medical spokesman Doug Enright 
Health Minister Dennis officers of health have said that an far as he knows, 
reacted against Tfmbrell's thee two officers were the 
orders to~ restrict vac- only ones in Ontario who 
cinetions topersons under 18 were disregarding the 
years of age except in the minister's orders. 
Oxford County area. Timbrell said Friday that 
Dr. G.W. Moss, Teronto~s inoculations were restricted 
This brings to four the medical officer of health, to those under 18 years of age 
said the order by Health because of problems with 
Minister Dennis Timbrell is distribution and not because 
contrary to the general of a vaccine shortage. 
All six medical philosophy that A spokesman for Con- 
everyone requires booster naught Laboratories Ltd. in 
south-central shots. Toronto, the sole Canadian 
KEEP CLINICS OPEN source of vaccine, said there 
In Ottawa, Dr. L.H. is no shortage of Salk vac- 
Douglas, medical officer of clue, but Sabin supplies are 
health for the regional being held in reserve 
municipality of Ottawa- because of a potential 
limit for im- Carleton, said he plane to shortage. 
Christina Returns To Moscow 
bIOSCOW (AP) -- Greek 
mi l l ionaire Christ ina 
Onessis Kauzov surprised 
her new Russian husband 
and motber-in-isw Monday 
by returning abruptly to the 
Soviet capital, nine days 
after she just as abruptly left 
behind her hmband for a 
visit to Athens and London. 
Sergei Kauzovdid not 
meet his wife at Mescow's 
Sheremetyevo airport, but 
Mrs. Kaua~ov dismissed 
reports that her marriage 
was on the rocks. 
"I've been away on a buni- 
hess trip and I shall be 
making other business trips 
away from Moscow in the 
future," she said in a 
statement to reporters after 
her arrival. 
Mrs. Kauzov, 27, said her 
husband was not at the 
airport o meet her because 
she had returned to Moscow 
earlier than origiuslly in- 
tended and had not been able 
to notify him beforehand. 
Reached by telephone at 
the anartment where Mrs, 
Kauz~v now lives, her 
mother-in.law, Maria, said 
her son was not at the airport 
because the return was a 
complete surp/dse. 
Told that Western 
newspapers are full of 
questions about the Greek 
beiress's mysterious trips in 
and out of the country, her 
mother-in.law said: "For 
people who understand what 
love is, everything should be 
clear. Only for people who do 
not understand love should 
there be any questions." 
This 1969 Green and black top Dodge Dart was 
beading towards the hospital traffic lights, in KJtimat. 
Sunday evening, driven by GudbJartur Gudmundsson 
when it left the reed and flipped over a number of 
time. It finally came to a rest on its wheels heading 
south, on the lawn in front of the Kitlmat Esso station, 
The driver and • passenger were taken to the hoepltal, 
nearby, by ambulance. The car was said to be 
totalled. The driver has been charged under the Motor 
Vehicles Act. Photo by "GRAYHOUND" 
t 
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Job opportunities! 
..Further details on the'. 
following Jobs are to be 
obtained by calling the 
Terrace office of the Canada ' 
Employment Centre  at 535- 
7134.. 
Plumber - $1~.00  hr. 
Terrace. Must be fully 
experienced. Must have own 
transpo.rtat!~ . . . . . . . .  • 
F i le ts -  I .W.A .  rate. 
Terrace. Permanent full 
time. General duties in local 
mill. Must have saw ftl or 
saw fitter experkuce. 
"Auto Body Repairman - $4.00 
hr. Terrace. Prefer jour- 
neyman. ' Experience in 
metal and light collision 
repair. 
Walter.Waitress - $3.00 hr. 
Terrace. Must be mature 
and responsible. 
Air Truck Driller - 19.50 hr. 
included R&B. Tempocary 
camp Job. Terrace, 
English Language - ln- 
structer. $9.00 hour. 
Terrace. Applicants hould 
have both teaching ex- 
.pertonce and ilz~ulsties. 
Walter-Waitress - $3.00 hour. 
Terrace.' •Shift work. 
Responsible for billing and 
cash register. 
Computer Operator- 
DOE. Terrace. Must be 
able to work Sat. and Sun. 
Some experience r quired. - 
32 IBM. 
Hooseparent - Neg. D.O.E. 
Terrace. Full responsibility 
for a group of 6 teenagers 
(occupancy may vary). 
Welder Combination 
Union. Terrace. 5 yre ex- 
perionce. Will be working on 
heavy equlpmonL 
Instructors - $9.00 ham*. 
Terrace. Instructors for 
spenifle topics In home skills 
(include handyman) Aria & 
Crafts, Acodemie, 
Vocational, General interest 
and self help. 
Cook - ,3.00 hr. Terrace. 
Shift work. Cook pizza's, 
steaks, etc. 
Executive Secretary- $I,000 
month. Terrace. Typing 60 
wpm, long, mmmbing, 
shorthand 'month end 
repom, exp with public. 
Draftspernon - DOE. 
Terrace. Must have some 
experience asa drafiaporeca 
for a legal survey and 
enBjnearin~ practice . . . . . .  ,,:. 
Clerk Typist Ill - $985. 
Terrace. To process civil & 
criminal documents, answer 
enquiries eta. 
Clerk Typist - 4.00 hr. 
Terrace. No experience 
required, but must be ac- 
curate typist & able to deal 
with public. 
OrapMc Artist - ~50.00 -
month DOE. Terrace. 
Graphics (Lectro-set). 
Commercial ay-oat, Car- 
toonlng lay-out etc, Prefer 
.experience but will train. 
Cook - 4.00 Hr. Terrace, 8hlft 
work. ' Experienced in 
complete meals & short 
order & banquets. 
SHEET METAL WORKER - 
Union. Terrace. Must be 
Journeyman or equivalent 
experience. 
HEAD LIFE GUARD - 6.25 
hour. Stewart. Must have 
bronze medal, must have 
national life saving award or 
equivalent. 
LABOURER (MECHANICS 
HELPER) - 4.6 hr, D.O.E. 
Terrace. Must have basic 
tools, must have mechanical 
experience. 
KITCHEN HELPER - $3.25- 
4..35 D.O.E. Terrace. Ex- 
perience preferred. Assist in 
preparation of food. 
Vocational instructor - 1,727 
- 2,239 me. To instruct 
students all theory &, repair 
of diesel engines 5 months 
appointment. Terrace. 
Fruit & Vegetable 8alcemsn 
- I0 percent commission. 
Terrace. Required to drive 
~ne ton trnok, must be 
bendable, & do own 
bookkeeping, 
BOOKKEEPING IN- 
STRUCTOR - ;9.00 hour. 
Terrace. Must be thoroughly 
conversant with all aspects 
of bookkeeping & able to 
work independently -- 
communicate. 
DINING ROOM WAITRESS 
- $3.50-$4.00 D.O.E. Terrace. 
Night shift. Prefer ex- 
perience. 
BIOLOGICAL FIELD 
WORKER - $5.354¢50 hour. 
Terrace. Must have valid 
drivers license (Clams 5). 
Must have at least or.e year 
post-secondary education & 
some swimming ability. 
Night Watchman - ,5.00 per 
hour. Terrace. Must pass 
security clearance. Em- 
ployer will train. 
Teller - .7,900 per annum. 
Terrace. Must have teller or 
cash related experience. 
Baker- *7,00 per hem* to 
start. Terrace, Permanent 
full time. Must have ~-  
.~erience. 
Honsekeeper - $3,50 hr. * 
Terrace. Housecleaning 
duties. Prepare supper. 
Pizza Cook - ,3.75 hr. 
Terrace. Must have sema 
work experience. Prepare 
pizzas, pasta, baked 
spareribs. Uniforms sup- 
pUnd. 
WRiter.Waitress - ~3.50 hr. 
Terrace. Man. 19 years. 
Able to handle cash. Ex- 
perience not essential. 
Journal Clerk Caslder - ~75 
me. Negotaible. Terrace. 
Must have 40-45 typing 
prefer financial background. 
Computer Operat0i" ; Mi50 - 
$1200 me. DOE. Terrace; 
Permanent fullllme. Must 
be experienced on IBM 
System 32.  Must be IBM 
trained. Operate 3741 
Keypunch. 
Advertising Salespergon -
Negotiable. Terrace. Mnst 
be fully exp~lencod. Must 
have own transporintica. 
Must he able to work in- 
.depondenUy. 
Housekeeper -$4.00 hr. 
Terrace. Must have 2 
references includes general 
housekeeping duties. 
Housekeeper - $3.50 hour. 
General cleaning duties. 
Permanent position. 
Terrace. 
Automotive Imtructor- Nag. 
Terrace. Must be B.C. 
Certified. 
Teacher of Hearing '- Ira-" 
puked. Nag. Terrace. Must 
he B.C. Certified. 
Head Cook - $1,100 - $1,300 
~ rmonth. Terrace. Must experienced. Days and 
hours vary. 
Cook- 3.00 hr. Terrace. Shift 
work, no experience 
necessary. •
Registered Nurse - $1124 
month. Terrace. Care nf 
patients in ICU maintenance 
of equipment. Responsible 
ito head nurse. Shift work 8 
.peremt VP. Room and 
~pard provided at cost. 
Teletype Operator - M~6 
month. Terrace. Must have 
grade 12 and 50 wpm typing. 
Cook's 'Helper-  DOe. 
Terrace. Assistant cook. 
General duties. This could 
~.work into,a,~onk position. 
First Aid Attendant - 8.91 Hr. 
Terrace. B tibet or hatter. 
Camp job, FreeB & R. 
Head Cook - $5.50 per hour. 
Terrace. Permanent full 
time. Must be fully ex- 
perienced and familiar with 
food costing, staff super- 
vision. Referencesrequired. 
Typist - $4.50.5.00- hr. DOE. 
Terrace,  Temporary  
position. Some bookkeeping 
duties, ie. accounts payable. 
Car Hop - Man. Wage. 
Terrace,  Exper iene. :  
preferred, Days to be 
arranged. 
Waitress - 4.58 Hr. Terrace. 
Shifts. Must be 19. Must be 
experienced. 
Child Care Worker o 5.00 Hr. 
Terrace. Experience and-or 
early childhood education 
U'aining preferred. 
LOG TRUCK DRIVER - 
Union. Terrace. Must have 
clans I air ticket. Must have. 
previous exper ience 
Temporary. 
TYPING INSTRUCTOR - 
~0 hr. Terrace. Must be 
fully able to teach typing at 
level of basic typing, in- 
termediate or advance. 
CLERICAL INSTRUCTOR- 
~.00 hr. Terrace. To teach a 
clerical "refresher" course. 
Must have thorough 
knowledge of clerical field. 
Case Aid Worker - 138 wk. 
Terrace. Counsellor. home. 
visits & individual & family 
problems. 
Stenographer - $600 -
DOE. Terrace, Legal ex- 
per ience  pre fer red .  
Minimum 2 years office, 50 
w.mp. typing & dictaphone. 
Babysitter - SB.00 Day 
Negotiable. Terrace. Care 
for I - (9 month old) Babysit 
in you own home. 
Janitor - ;5.18 hr. Terrace. 
Re la ted  exper ience  
preferred. Graveyard shift 6 
days per week. 40 hour week. 
Mature individual. 
Warehouse Person - $800 per 
month to start. Terrace. 
Permanent days -Men. - Fri. 
Heavy lifting required, good 
physical condition. Counter 
sales etc. after training, 
Bartender - $546 per hour 
D.O.E. Terrace. Mixing 
Drinks, some serving in- 
volved. Shift work. 
Literacy Instructor - $9.00 
D.O,E. Terrace. Will be 
teaching a course of basic 
literacy to mentally ban. 
dicapped etc. must have 
related experience. 
Almost IS0 bags of garbage were picked up along 
Highway 16 on Sunday when Jnycees, Jaycettes the 
Terrace RCMP and the Terrace Fire Department 
Joined Operation PitchAn. Leslie Jenkinaon and 
Tracle LeBleed, the two summer students working on 
./he Pitch.In project, organized the clean-up which left 
the highway from the sawmill to the weigh scales free 
of litter. The RCMP won the pitch.in trophy by 
eolle¢~ng 47 bags, the Jnycees and Jayeettes came in 
second with 45 bags, and the firemen came In a close 
~ied with 40 bags. 
Bar recommends replacing Queen 
upper house, which would 
safeguard regional and 
provincial concerns, but they 
would have no vote. 
The recommendation on 
the monarchy prompted 
lively public debate a .few 
weeks ago when it was 
leaked to the news media 
during the Queen's visit to 
attend the 1973 Com- 
monwealth Games in Ed- 
mentou. 
Speaking at a news confer- 
ence today, Jacques Visa, 
bar association president, 
said: 
"Personally, 'I have 
nothing against the 
monarchy. Even (Quebec 
Premier Rena) Leveeque, 
reacting to constitutional 
proposals by Prime Minister 
Trudeau that many "have 
interpreted as lessening the 
monarch's role in favor of 
the Governor-General. 
Trudeau also had proposed 
transforming the Senate into 
a house 'of the federation, 
composed almost equally of 
provincial and tederal ap 
pointeea. 
The bar association's 
proposal for an upper 
chamber, more closely 
resembles a suggestion by 
the Progressive Con- 
servative opposition to make 
the Senate a house of the 
provinces, eontaining a 
majority of provincial ap- 
pointees. 
yOU saw last week, has WOULD REVIEW LAWS, 
nothing against the .... The bar ass~ncidti0n: says 
monarchy." . ' the principal function of the 
Viauwasrnferringtoade- upper house "would be to 
fence of the monarchy given review federal legislation 
lastweek by the I0 premiers, having significant regional 
including Leveaque, during a impact." 
conference in Regina. The results of a vote in the 
The premiers were upper house would be 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The '  
Queen should he replaced as 
the head of state and the 
Senate, in its present form, 
abolished, a special com- 
mittee 0( the Canadian Bar 
Association recommended 
today. 
In an exhaustive study on 
proposals for a new con- 
stitollon, the committee said 
the q~ecn should be retained 
as head nf the Com- 
monwealthand the Canadian 
head of state should he 
semeane appointed by a 
Commons majority for about 
six years. 
The Senate, which now 
comprises only prime 
ministerial appointees, 
should be transformed into 
an up~r house filled by 
provincial government 
appointees, the committee 
recommended in a study to 
be discussed at the 
assouintiee'a nnual meeting 
Aug. 27 to 31 in Halifax. 
The federal government 
could appoint persons to the 
Clark. could set up 
Quebec PC party 
Caucus chairman Elmer elections makes grass roots 
MacKay (contrai Nova) said party organizing pretty 
in an interview that he and diflleult." 
others are urging Clark to MacKay said the idea of a 
give serious consideration to Quebec Conservative Party 
equated with a national 
consensus. 
A two-thirds majority in 
the upper house would be 
required to pass legislation 
on federalprovinelal shared 
cost programs and general 
economic objectives af- 
fecting the provinces. 
The upper house would 
also have to approve 
measures relating to in. 
terprovineial trade and any 
move by the Commons to 
introduce emergency  
legislation, such as the War 
Measures Act, when there is 
no war, invasion or in- 
surrection. 
organizing on a provincial 
basis in Quebec. 
MacKay, who said it would 
be wrong for the Con. 
servativea to write off the 
province in the next electlen, 
also said it would not be 
realistic for Clark to count on 
dramatic gains in French 
Causda~ 
Grnffley is one of the 
strongest supporters of the 
idea of a Quebec PC party. 
ORGANIZING DIFFICULT 
"H  we're going to he taken 
seriously in qusbae as a na- 
tional party, we're go'.mg.to 
need a provincial wing m me 
province," he said in an 
interview. "Our lack of 
participation in provincial 
OTTAWA (CP) --  
Progressive Conservative 
leader Joe Clark is being 
urged ~ at today's national 
caucus meeting to consider 
setting up a provincial 
Conservative party in 
Quebec to help remedy his 
party's meagre showing in 
French Canada. 
Close to 200 Conservative 
MPs and candidates 
gathered In a meeting room 
in the |west Block of 
Parliament Hill to 'discuss 
policies and election 
strategy. One of the party's 
major concerns i  its image 
in Quebec as distant and 
dominated by anglophonss. 
The Liberals have 60 seats 
in Quebec and the Con- 
servatives have two-- 
Heward Grafftey (Breme 
Misaisquoi) and Roeh 
Lashile (Joliette). 
Cancer-causing bacon 
OTTAWA (CP), -- The nitrite in bacon processing 
federal health department Although U.S. meat 
still is investigating reports processors were limited 
about s meat preservative recently to 120 parts per rnil- 
which appears to cause lion. 
cancer ,  a depar tment  Depar tment  spokesmen 
was discussed before the 
1974 election when Robert 
Stenfield was party leader. 
He said it now is being 
discussed with newvigor 
because of the apparent 
decline of the party's 
traditional provincial ally, 
' the Union Natlenaie. ' 
MacKay said the Con- 
servatives had hoped the 
Union Natiounle party's new 
leader Rodigue Biren would 
be able to bring about a 
resurgence of the Union 
Nationaie in Quebec, but this 
does not seem to be hap 
~Thning. e party's major priority 
is the economy and a secena 
big concern is the con- 
stitutional reform bill made 
public by Prime Minister 
User  ,pay .- 
med plan 
TORONTO (CP) -- The services throughlimiting the 
Onterio Mndleal Association number of doctors and 
says that if Ontario is to reducing the number of 
maintain Idgh-quallty health hospital beds. 
service, there must be a Limiting the number ~ 
direct charge to users of the doctors entering the we 
system, force would make ~ if 
The association presented there already were enough 
a brinf today to a legislati~ doctors, but there are  not, 
committee studying heatm the brief aid, 
cents. POINTS TO DANGER 
The brief, read by "Until data are available 
association president Dr. ~ the number of physicians 
William Vail, said the in praetlce and the type of 
asseclatica feels that despl~ practice they are doing, It is 
all government efforts a sheer folly to discuss doctor- 
restraint, the coat of health population ratios, and 
care will continue to rise. dangerous to place 
The brief said that after 10 restrictions on medical 
years of health insurance in manpower, , based on 
Ontario, there is evidence assumption, thecommqtee 
that total government was told. 
financing is not the solid "The reduction in the 
base it was purported to be. number of hospital beds also 
Tax. revenues are slipping has been rased on cost rather 
due to the flagging economy than need." 
and it is impossible to meet 
the demands for increased "Hospital care must begin 
support of existing services, to deteriorate because of in- 
let alone provide ne~v ser- adequste fandlnB/' the brief. 
vices or finance programs to said. "The only way to an. 
stimulate the economy, the sure the integrity of the 
brief said. health-care system in the 
SAYS COST BEFORE face of inadequacies of 
NEED public funding is to provide 
It said the Ontario govern- for the infusion ef private 
meat's present poH clea ~ money into the payment of 
consideringcest before neen. services. 
The association suggested The brief said doctors 
that in the interest of should be given more ira- 
economic ef f ic iency,  ~rtunt roles to play in the 
charges should be collected baking of decisions with 
by the doctors at the time of respect o the management 
service, instead of being of health resources. 
The exclusion ef doctors handled through the govern: 
meat, and should be based on from management pesiUans 
ability to pay. in hospitals has alienated 
The association said it be. them to a considerable 
lieves the ability of the degree, the brief said. 
people of Ontario to have "Physicians ought to be 
access to high-qunllty health recognized as key middle 
care could he in jeaparty management people in 
under the present system ~pltals, and we urge that.a 
The brief said "- ~mJor effort be made co 
government is engaS~ - a draw physicians into the 
form of ratiening health managerial procens." 
spokeeman said today. 
Laboratory tests con- 
dotted for the U.S. Food and 
Drug Admin is t rat ion  
suggest that the preser- 
vative, nitrite, used to cure 
bacon, produces cancer in 
test animals and may in- 
crease the incidence of 
human cancer. 
Standards set by Canadian 
health officials in 1975 allow 
150 parts per million of 
Millions to dean 
up Quebec water 
The new chamber would MONTREAL (CP) --  md agriculture. 
have to consent to Supreme Environment Minister Lager said municipalities 
Court of Canada ap- MarcelLegerhasannouucnd. areonly one of three main 
pointmente named by the a. $144-mlllinn program to. water polluters--the others 
govern|sent. , : :  help ~ebec  municipalitieS, behig ".~''.) lhddStry ~ *:and: 
Many of the bar com- cleanuptheir~water, dflu~pt/ egrioulture.:~::':~!, '' , ;~ ,'~ 
mittee'a proposals are The one-year program, to After the 19'/8-79 program, 
similar to those in Trndeau's begin nfficially this week, future g~ernment funds to 
constitutional package 
which be has said he hopes to 
see fully enacted by July 1, 
1980. 
These include entrenching 
a bill of rights within the con- 
st i tut ion,  permitt ing 
Canadians to address their 
provincial legislatures in 
English or French and the 
right to education in French 
or English where numbers 
warrant. 
WANTS NEW POWERS 
The committee did surpass 
Trudeau in urging new 
powers for the provinces, 
both through the new upper 
house and by giving the 
provinces greater control 
over cultural affairs. ' 
The committee proposed 
an amending formula for the 
constitution similar to one 
endorsed by most provincial 
governments in 1971 at a 
conference inVictoria. 
Changes would have to he 
approved by Quebec, On- 
terio, two Atlantic .provinces 
and two western provinces. 
One of the western provinces 
would have to be Alberta or 
British Columbia. 
Justice Minister Otto Long 
slid the federal government 
will press for a formula 
stating that when there is not 
unanimity among the 10 
provinces for an amend- 
ment, the proposal would be 
taken to the public in a 
• Trudean in Jane, he said. plebiscite. 
I I I ] 
- FOR PRIVATE USE OR IliUSINEJ~ 
AUTOVEST 
Before you bW, Investigate the advantogesof this rent- 
to-own plan. All monies paid apply to purchasa. Why 
tin up your cash or borrewlng power. I# and JaM 
months rent and drive away, 
EXAMPLES here nay they still are 
studying the test results end Baud on 35 month loam 
I ' I If / I 
will discuss them with U,S. 71 F 250 pickup 1 70 E¢'onollne Van In  C I00 CMv J~ 
federal health officials $14L00 per month i SI35.00 per month i $129.00 per monlh 
before making further lease end price|lonse end price| lease end price 
comments.Nitrite has been used for $2,175.M return I sl,,s.os i 8t,,s.oo I ,simply rett I or simply return [ or simply return II 
centuries as a feed . . . . .  
preservative and is 178 Camaro HT i 7e Zephyr Sedan iye Dodge Van II 
recognized for its ability to I s , , . .  per month | s!|4.oo per month I S129.00 per mmlth g 
reduce the chance of deadly 1 lease end pries| lease end price| lease and price | 
food poisoning bacteria in I n,m.0o I Sl,m.oe I st,as.co i 
processed meat. u or simply returni or simply return| or simply return | 
170 Fi~ Ja 3 dr. i 78 FI O 4 ~ "4 "[ 71 O~S Cottos, i 
i $-.~ l~r loath i SISSA ~per nonth| SI39.| , per north i 
ilonon end price|leaon end price|lease end price| 
, / .~  . . . . . . .  ~ ,  7 esta 0 S0 x  
/ ~ ~ ~ ,  ,99.OS . r  m. th  1 $5.00 per m th  MP,N  m. th
• , ' , lease  se   ice 
i $1400.00 I S2,275.00 • I $2,(F/5.00 g 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ /  II'°r simply returnior simply return i °r  simply return'i 
5UI"JER i ,OR,URT.ERiN,OR'TION I 
i CALL  LARRY HAYES-  R ICHARDS i 
I COLLECT,gT-711I I 
I BELMONT LEASING LTD. I 
I I I~MARINE DRIVE | 
I NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C. O,0e479A I 
II I I I I " 
will have the additional combat pollution will go to 
effect of creating 4,700 jobs, municipalities which ask for 
them and have the support of the minister told a news 
conference Monday. 
Municipalities in the 
program will be able to 
recover from the Quebec 
government 90 per cant of 
the cesta of construction a d 
repairs of sewage treatment 
plants, r ,d between 66 and 90 
~ rc~, nf the eat  of sewage e' networks, depending 
on the town's ability to pay. 
local eitizeos committees. 
City governments end to 
put water pollution on a low 
priority because the water 
they clea, .~p wiU benefit 
mainly towns down river, 
and also because anti- 
pollution programs require 
unpopular tax hikes to pay 
for them, Lager said. 
To overcome these oh- 
Money for the program, staelen, the environment 
which will cover seven f the protection service will 
province's water basins in bypass city hall and an- 
mainly highly-populated courage the organization of 
areas, will come from other local citizens groups to bring 
government departments pressure to bear on city offi; 
such as indmtry and com- eials and on local industry to 
meres, municipal affairs reduce pollution waste. 
I I 
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Inn 
~llzt D~akeaptarean loam 
FORMAL DINING 
Mon.Thur.hsms.12psm,: 
Fri-Sat-aa, m,.la,m, 
~LOSED Reservations 
336 OlT¥ OTR. SUN.  633-3|36 
I 
beef & bottle 
presents 
• 
. . . .  'U~r t
DIN HG 
DMIOING 
Reservations at the Tudor up until 5"p.m. 
wee,.sua  
§ a,m,-1 a,m, 
,~IU Oil/¢tr, 633-720 
, ~ ~ 
Okal la  r io tors  
subdued Sunday  
,q~ABY,  B.C. (CP) -- Llnn said the prlaone~ 
After rioting for about 1½ battled 10 guards for a short 
homm and malting a false time--throwing punches, 
,claim that they were beldix~ hurling eating utensils and 
a " kostage, eight male p~ecos of broken furniture at 
priseners in the Oahalla them--and than an- 
regku l  correctineal centre successfully attempted to 
were subdued by gmnrcla smsah,tboirwaythreughone 
Sunday night, of the cell block.doors. 
Lloyd Linn, acting dis~ct The guards retreated, 
dire¢toroftbefacillty in this called for reinforcements, 
municipality adjacent to and were about o retake the 
Vancouver, said the cell area in strength when 
prisoner~, who had just the prisoners aid they were 
finished their dinner, started • holding a hostage. RCMP 
fliihtl~ with guards after determined there was no 
one of the prisoners became hostage, and the cell block 
sick. 
Llnn 'thought the fight was retaken as guards turned fire hoses on the 
.havo. been caused by rioters. 
'.'They. saw the other Linn said damage to the 
imso~erneromingslck, and area was not extensive, 
this thing Just flared up Uke except for the broken fur- 
that .... 8omething may have" nlture and water damage 
~em smu~led in earll~ In from fire hoses the guards 
il~ day during family visits, used to retake the cell hloch. 
Dry ,  perhaps. Not alcohol He said there were no in- 
because them was no smell Juries. 
of It, but the inmates that did The rioters .were being 
gut involved ~ the flSht~, heldina special unit pending 
eertolnly ~ didn t appear to an investigation by prison 
leek normal" ' authoadUes. , 
Defom,  ed baby  
Sockeye  ban def ied  on  Vane.  Is. 
WINTER HARBOR', B.C. depar tment  regional couldbellltodwlthinawcek f/sberieavnsselTamn~didnot 
(CP) ~ Ari unkdown umber 
of fisi~rmen working out of 
this northern Vancouver 
Island harbor have openly 
defied a sockeye salmon 
~hing ban, a spokesman for 
the fishermen said Sunday. 
The fisherman, who asked 
not to be named for fear of 
arrest by federal fisheries 
officers, said the trollers 
conducted their protest on 
SUnday, ignoring a ban of- 
feeflve at midnight Saturday 
night. 
The protest was halted 
after requests by Ucluelet 
fishermen, he said. 
Fishermen from that village, 
160 Idlometres northwest of 
Victoria, wanted them to 
keep their boats tied up and 
ottend amass rally expected 
to be held there Tuesday. 
The ban on sockeye 
salmon, one of the most 
f inancia l ly  a t t raet iw  
species to fishermen, was 
announced by federal fish- 
e:ies officials Friday. Tbey~ 
said it Is needed to ensure an 
adequate r turn of spawning 
salmon to the Adams River 
in central British Columbta. 
The ban applies from the 
north end of Vancouver 
bland, including Johnstone 
Strait, to the mouth of Juan 
de Fuca Strait near the in- 
ternational boundary bet- 
ween B.C. and Wnshlagton 
; state. 
left to d ie The fisherman said a 
VANCOUVER (~'1 ~) --The The newspaper says federal fisheries department 
vessel was anchored off the 
Sun says a c l~e  may be sources claim the baby, born fishing camp Sunday but left 
laid ap imt  a Richmond May 7, woe loft in a bassinet in the afternoon without 
doctor in the case of a in Richmond General makin~ any inspections or 
severely.deformed baby Hospital in this Vancouver arrests. 
wN.~._ di.ed_la hot,tel . . . .  suburb and was neither fed The Winter Harbor source 
-"  "- nor given water duriug thel7 refused to disclose how Str ike °'e =,  trollers set their rigs 
AI Hsem, chiof Crown for sockeye or how many settled counsellor the South Fraser kept the fish in their holds- 
regiea, said a first-degree contravening regulations 
murder charge may be laid ordering them to throw back 
against a family doctor who any sockeye inadvertently 
allegedlydeeidedtowithhold caught in rigs designed for 
all attention from the other species. 
PORT MOODY, B.C. (CP) 
- -A  settlement of a wage 
dispute st Beiehhold grosaly-doformedchild. The pretest followed a 
• Chemicals Ltd. ident Sunday The baby was born with stormy meeting Saturday in 
ended a onemanth strike by massive cranial deformation which 200 fishermen 
50 members of the Oil, and only the brain stem, was crammed into the local 
Chemical and Atomic presenLSouroneindicatedto CommunityhallandabontS0 
Workers Union who ap-  Se Sun this was enough only persons who Stayed until the 
IxovM a two-year tO keep the body alive, meeting's end voted to 
agreement that will pay a The parents were initially ignore the ban. 
seven per cent increase in told the child had during The trollers, many of them 
the first year and eight per birth,.the newspaper says. yelling, "Let's go llshin'l"-- 
cent in the second. When told several days began streaming out of the 
Tbe " cmnpany, ' which lnter that he child was alive building while flustered 
manufaetul~ plywood glue, but grossly deformed, they federal fisheries 
flbreglus.~reain and paint agreed that "no artificial or representatives tried to 
bases in  this Vaneouver.~ boreiC means" shmld "be 
us~dtokeep~echild~dilw.; ~ ~Xanld~. In the reason for the 
beck in full q~.caUon by Hnem said. . . . . .  Alan Gibson, the fisheries 
Wednesday, 
Prior to the strike, union 
• mmm.  reJectod a eem- T o u r i s t  A I  
oneyear amtrant and 13.4 
per cent over two years. VANCOUVER (CP) --The --Karla L~igaqrd of 
Current wages for plant following are urged to Duncan. 
worken range from a base contoet he nearest detach- -Robert Leer of Dawson 
rate of $7.01 an hour to ~9.2S merit of the R-C-M-P for an Creek. 
for foremen. Increases will urgent personal message: --James Henkel of 
be retroactive toMay 22, the --John Brand of Dawson• Shawano, Michigan. 
expiry date of the last Creek. . -Hans Roesberg of 
coniract. --John Graver of Phoenix, Kelowna. 
, ArJzouna. 
I T/P8 By TOtem Ford' ' Car 
I I  U I ~ U  r 1 i r e  - -  5 . r~- | . - .v  vu .~. .v .  - . . . . .  t "  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
can ~place points and plugs. An invaluable aid is this Motorcraft tune-up kit with point set, con. 
denser, feeler 8ause, distflbutor lub:, Autolite spark pluss and installation i structions. However, 
because ofemission control devices on late.model cars, precision engine adjustments should be made 
by a trained technician mine proper diagnostic equipment. 
Terraoe Totem Ford 
Sales Ud. 
4031 Keith 
636-4964 DOO727A 
I I  I I I I  I I I  I I l ee  n 
manager, was not aware on 
Sunday tint the ban was 
buena f|0utech 
• I)UCHY SITIUATION 
"The ban is obviously a 
hardship for the trollecs," he 
said. "They're sitting on a 
gold mine out there-it must 
be quite a strain." 
Gibson said latest reports 
from fisheries employees in
Toffee, Ucluelet and Winter 
Harbor had indicated the 
trollers were obeying the law 
and nobody had been 
arrested. 
He said the resection 
if stocks were large enough. 
Trollers breaking the law 
face maximum penalties 
including one year's im- 
~c~rtscanment, a ~,-000 fine, 
ation of their ship and 
catch as well as suspension 
of their fishiag liconces. 
On Friday, 140 persons 
sigued a petition demanding 
that federal Fisheries 
Minister Romeo LeBlanc or 
a department spokesman 
attend Saturday's l~otost 
meeting. LeBlanc, wh6 was 
in northern Vancouver 
Island waters ou ~ the 
attend. 
A spokesman said the 
minister was informed about 
the meeting but his presence 
was not requested. 
Fishermen at the protest 
meeting said short notice of 
the ben has caused largo 
financial lnsses for them. 
They also accused 
fisheries officials of siding 
with net fishermen, the 
treller's rivals. The current 
regulation means that 
trollers can only fish sockeye 
In areas open to glllnctters 
and seiners, and draggers. 
(nn mE GlUE VOU 
RLL THE (OmFORT$ 
OF HOME... 
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Now you can go anywhere and still have those- ~z~~ 
comforts,of ttome, Take your vacation this year ~ / r - -~  
in one of our fabulous recreational vehicles. " t~ '~- , -~  '~ 
Its the only way to gel f~  (~__~.,~t~ ] 
UMWl 
Blade Steak 
.no 99 Bone In A 
Full Gut Grads lb, 
Blade Steak 
Boneless ¢hUOkGrad e , , . ,  A b Sl.59 
Oross Rib 
Road Beef 
Bone In. Grade A 'b, $1.79 
0ross Rib 
• Boneless 
Roast Beef 
Short Ribs " 
Beef Think out Bone In 
a,,. A ,u $1,99 
gel-air 
99°1 
VO, AUto, P.S., P.B. 
1977 PLYMOUTH VOLAIRE 
. v, ,,o .,.o, $5495 
1970 Ohev Blazer .x. $2196 
1976 l lO  ¾t, PIOKUP $4896 
Ve auto trans., power steering 
Transportation Special 
1974 MERCURY METEOR 
.: -- ., .. ,,.n.. '$1095 
1974 OHEV PIOKUP 30 Series $2995 
VO 4 speed 
1976 FORD F250 OREW OAR 
4X4 VeAu.,... 
1977 Dodp Olub Oab 
V8 4 Speed 
1972 NUERIOK ,... ,. st... $149§ 
1977 18' SANGSTER 
166 H,P. Meroury inboard oulthoard. Easy load trailer, 
Toilet - Depth Sounder, ON-bee Radio, Like new audition, 
Leased onll 40 hours, 
. . . . . . .  ' Doo727A 
$7195 
sms 
In recognition el progressive management.,. 
modern sales and service facilities., •sound 
merchandising pruclices.,.hioh quality stsn- 
dards...cnd continuing interest in ::qdndng 
superim service to owners of the Ford family o! 
line products, 
~PRESENTED 
TO: 
Torrane Totem Ford Sales Ltd. 
4631 Keith 63114084 
Ozark 
Briquets 
S 2n,  99 bag ~ .  
Oorn on,. Cob 
Honeydew Melons 
• . S 
Oalifornna Sire 6's eaoh to09  
Ououmbers , . , , . . . I , . .49 
Zucohini ..49 
Squash B,O, Grown 
IOnions 
2 
Jumbo Yellow Ibs. 
I . . . . . . .  
Prioos Efleotive 
bpst 16-19 
In Torraoe Safowav Store 
Sales in Retail Qnantitios only. 
lm Al taus l la  l i l a l l k , ,  I Mixed Veptablee Peas u iv  vuugggmmg muumuu OOmAE i . ~ ~ ~, ,  r 
w .~,o T . , . s  ~ ,=  .,,o. @OqOO I eel-aw ~/  ([01[I (['~l/~' 
• 1 " Frozen 15, 1974 INTERNATIONAL '/2 TON I . / L .  ~ilJ ~llJ 
piP .en iD Qtmon~ , .  - -  - m l  I Your Ohonoo Iml  nag ~ ~ l 
1976 KAPLUN TENT TRAILER sear  ~'" ~ ' " ' - -  ~ * ' ~  un  mHm 
Fridge," Stove, Excellent condition, q i~d~' iWUU Snow Star issorlbd 
1976 BROH00 4x4 $§99§ 4 Lpd~ $2e79 
Frenoh Fries 
Frozen ~ ~ A~ C 
Regular "" J ]  /iF/~ UILUJI Ormkl., ~ lb... 
Sho.,tr, n, ~ . . .  I 
Peas & Oarrots 
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EDJTOMK 
The 140 Airstream caravans with the 250 oc- 
,mpants have been parked at the outskirts of 
Prince Rupert for the last eight days -ever since 
they left Terrace, shortly after the Riverboat 
Days parade a week ago, Sunday. 
Since their Terrace departure, they have 
hardly seen the sun, have experienced little but 
rain, mist and fog as their aluminum clad 
caravans waited, side by side, neatly parked in 
PrinceR Rupert's till-bern industrial park. 
k sizeable number of their group had planned 
to fly up the Alaska panhandle. Some of these 
more adventurous kouls ran into further 
disappointment when bad weather conditions 
caused the connecting jetliner from Seattle to 
turn back, leaving a number stranded at Ket- 
chikan who had hoped to go on to Juneau. Others 
flew from Rupert into Stewart where they stayed 
overnight at hotels, and had a look at the moth. 
balled Grandue mine, and the ghost town m 
Hyder. 
The eight days of almost constant rain has 
meant hat EIsiebell Portlock, recreation ad- 
THIS AND THAT 
BI Moly ilaflreu 
Til ls we hope will develop into a local news 
column. 
THAT is with your help. 
We can only report what we hear, so, if you 
have something ~ you feel should be in this "Our 
cohmm", let us know. 
We would like to hear - Who is visiting Terrace 
and from where? 
Who is leaving Terrace and why? 
who is sick and happily recovering? 
Who has left this mortal life that we may offer 
our condolences tothose who grieve? 
Tell us - Who is to be married! - who has a new 
baby! - Who is celebrating a wedding an- 
niversary or a special birthday. 
Lot us have news from young people right 
through to our senior citizens. 
My star of thb month for visitors to Terrace in 
July must go to the four G.G.'s as they called 
themselves, they explained that this could be 
either "Gorgeous Grannys" or "Galloping 
Graunys" whichever you preferred! 
They had left their homes (and husbands) in 
Now Jersey and flown from New York to San 
Francisco where they stayed a week. From 
there they flew to Vancouver and visited for a 
couple of days, then on to Vancouver Island and 
up to Kelsey Bay where they boarded the Ferry 
for Prince Rupert. They loved the Ferry trip and 
also the ride from Prince Rupert to Terrace. 
~They visited Kitimat and Hazelton, ~spent half J 
a,daydn.the Bush watching the woods operation J 
and toured a local Mill. ~ i J 
They chartered the Cesna aircraft of Max [ 
Nenbacher to fly to Ktchikan for a look at [ 
Alaska. J 
For the first time ever they ate fresh salmon 
caught hat day (thanks to Hardy Mehs) and 
• bought many gifts from the beautiful Indian 
work displayed at the "House of Sim-o-Ghets" in 
Terrace. 
Leaving to continue their journey eastward 
they were full of praise for the beautiful scenery, 
lovely weather and friendly people of Terrace. 
Travelling the Yellowbead to Calgary with stops 
at Jasper, Lake Louise and Banff they marvelled 
at the beauty of the Rockies and could not un-' 
derstand why our Highways were not crowded! 
with tourists. 
They boarded the train at Calgary for a resffull 
two day ride to Toronto and the final leg a flight 
to Newark, New Jersey. 
A trip they will never forget, an en- 
couragement to all who may want o try it. Their 
ages ranged from early 50's to Daphne the 
liveliest of them all at 72!!! 
Returning to Terrace at the end of the Month is 
David Dossor, this time with very talented wife 
Cherie. This is Davids second return, having 
taught in Terrace from 1964 to 66 he then 
returned to England where he stayed for the next 
eight years. Coming out for a visit in 1974 he 
decided that this was where he wanted to be and 
so returned to teach at the new Thornhill Jr. Sec. 
School in January of '75. 
In December of '76 he married Cherie Stewart 
the well known Vancouver writer and 
Playwright, in England. Th~ made their home 
in Vancouver where David worked with the 
Vancouver Playhouse "Theatre in Education" 
did several radio plays.for CBC travelled on 
assignments with Cherie as photographer and 
taught sailing. We :;isb them much happiness in
Terrace and know that Vancouvers loss will be 
cur gain. 
Rumor also has it that past, long time 
residents, Bud and Ruth Halleck one time editor 
of the Herald will be returning to make their 
home in Terrace. They have travelled to many 
places since they left Terrace and will have 
many tales to tell. Its great o know that these 
~avelled and talented people are returning to 
Terrace. 
Sympathy isextended toall recently bereaved 
families in Terrace with a personal work on two 
that touched my life, beth long-time residents of 
Terrace. 
Sam Reiner who died suddenly by accident 
while working on his land at Hazelton and Hilda 
Heely who died in Mills Hospital at the early age 
of 51. Both will be sadly missed by family and 
friends, 
Sorry to report that Roger Dnfty whom we 
welcomed back so recenqy as our new supt. of 
Recreation has decided to return to Vernon. 
Trailer Tourists- Give...or Take?. 
visor with the Wally Byam caravans, has had to 
keep busier than ever planning tours and en- 
• tertainment for the members. One of the tours 
was through a local salmon cannery, others were 
harbour tours - but, seen through the rain, these 
were a disappointment to visitors from 
California, Oregon, Texas and other states where 
residents expect 25 hours of sunshine out of ever 
24. 
A number of one and two'day tours, including a 
boat trip featuring a salmon barbecue cookout 
had to be cancelled when the .~.'immum number 
of participants failed to mp'(~rialize. Others 
were cancelled when the rain Washed them out. 
Attempting to book the Civic Hall for a one-day 
service for Sunday morning, Elsiebell was 
surprised to find the charge would be $125. 
A service had been organized and arranged for 
them for the first Sunday they were here. When 
Elsiebeil attempted to do a little "Yankee 
bareaining" the city threw in the first service at 
no extra charge - so she figured, all in all, it 
wasn't oo bad a deal. Some shopkeepers are on 
the defensive, when it comes to organized con- 
voys of caravans, such as the WallylByam 
Airstreamers. 
"The invaders are largely self contained," 
living in their own vehicles they do not crowd out 
the hotels for other tourists, they practice the 
very best rules of the road, maintain enviable 
anything after they cross the U.S. border into traffic practices and have a safety record second 
Canada. They leave behind the waste from their to none. They always travel with their own 
service vehicle to look after their own break- 
said one. They stock up on food and supplies and 
fill their gas and propane tanks and every inch of 
available space so they will not have to buy 
holding tanks, garbage, and auto emissions - and 
not too much else. 
"In •their newspapers and magazines, 
published in the states and mailed around the 
world, they lump statistics of dollars spent and 
come up with an impressive sum. But when you 
divide this by the number of days and the 
number of person syou will find it works out 
sometimes toless than one person would spend, 
living at home." 
Others, pointing to the negative side, refer to 
the miles of highway the hundreds ofbuslike and 
truck-sized trailers congest, and the recreation 
areas and facilities, built by Canadian taxpayers 
dollars, such tourists occupy. 
In their own•defense, the blue beret wearing, 
smiling, good natured travellers, who practise a
highly moralistic "WALLY Hyam Code" ann 
recite a noble creed, point to a great number of 
worth:while charitable causes they have poured 
thousands- perhaps millions- of dollars into, 
wherever they have visited, over the years. By 
downs, on the highway, and keep their vehicles in 
• first class Safety conditions.. They cooperate 
with law enforcement officers, try to learn to 
rules of the country before they travel there, and 
do their best to be goodwill ambassadors 
wherever they go. 
"Most of us make hundreds of friends every 
year," said one Couple, ankle keep in mud at the 
Industrial park in Rupert, Saturday. we can 
usually expect a dozen or so couples or families 
to drop in and see us from Europe, Or Canada, or 
central and South America every year, at our 
homein Southern California. When they come to 
see us, they are our guests, and we enjoy shov~in, g 
them a good time. We always tell them wnen 
they visit, "Your money's no good down here" 
and we won't let them spend a cent. It's the least 
we can do'- and we just love doing it-" 
It's all part of the way old Wally Byam would 
want it to be! 
Visitors to the Vancouver Aquarium are often amused 
to watch the three Arctic Whales "spitting" at 
their trainer. Actually, it's just part of their natural 
hehavlour to spit out excess water before swallowing 
. THIS WEEK 
~~. ' .  ~...~, from Ottawa ..::!ji i: 
. . . . .  " : Iona 0ampagnolo : ..... 
On August 1 the Prime Minister reported to 
Canadians on the recent summit meeting of 
world economic leader in Bonn. At that same 
time he announced a number of major initiatives 
which will be taken by the federal government to 
increase the pace of our country's economic 
growth. 
These initiativ~ will, as the Prime Minister 
stated, involve a major re-ordering of govern- 
ment priorities. 
IMPROVED POSTAL SERVICE 
The most widely-reported element of the 
Prime Minister's peech was his announcement 
that the government had decided to establish the 
Post Ofice as a Crown Corporation, thus freeing 
it from many of the constraints ofa government 
department and as all Canadians hope - 
allowing it get on with the job of delivering our 
mail. 
There are a number of advantages to the 
Crown Corporation structure; most of them 
related to the freedoms it will give the Post 
Office in making its own decisions ~nd being able 
to reach its own contract agreements with its 
employees (as a government department the 
Post Office cannot negotiate its own labour 
contracts - the negotiation of contracts for all 
EDITORS NOTE: 
..With this column we Introduce our first "Gossip 
Column" since the Herald became adaily newspaper. 
• .Molly Nattress, who wlti be writing the column. Is 
well know In Little Theatre and other ' cultural cir- 
eles" In the Terrace-Kltlmat rea, and the Herald 
feels fortunate she has consented t~.lhis (hazardous?) 
undertaking. Actually, it is not a g~sJp column in the 
Hollywood sense. "Women's C~"  is now n "No- ,, 61 , !  nol title. Social column would becloser to the idea 
- but that expression turns some persons off. 
"Lifestyles" isa more neutral term. "This and That" 
- well, who could argue with that • ietalone this?. 
Much of the degree of success of the venture is 
dependent on the willingness of the public to 
collaborate in making it a success• it will begin as a 
twice a weekeolumn-Tuesdays ndFridays. We, too, 
of the Herald staff, will be nervo.,~l: .vatch~xg the 
baby grow. 
their food. Over a span of 30 years the Herald editor around midJune, taking with it the shore ice with the 
lived within 300 yards of Hudson Bay, where each year first tide. Articles on the subject will appear In future 
an estimated 2,000 of these beautiful mammals would Issues on the editorial page of the Herald. 
start arriving when the river ice break-up 
I I I 
Improving Canada's Postal Service 
public servants is a responsibility for' the 
Treasury Beard(. 
REMOTE AREA PROTECTION 
Although I am in agreement with my cabinet 
colleagues' decision to convert he Post Office 
into a Crown Corporation, I do have a number of 
concerns about he effects of this decision on the 
rural and less-poi~ulated areas of our country, 
such as our area of northwestern B.C. I am 
concerned that the Post Office - structured as a 
Crown Corporation - may downgrade its more 
costly services - such as those to the remoter 
parts of the country - as a means of reducing its 
costs. Similarly, there is the possibility that the 
improvement of facilities and the extension of 
services in rapidly-growing small communities 
(a situation faced by a number of our towns and 
villages, including Port Edward, Kitimat, 
Vanderhoof, Houston and Prince Rupert) may be 
delayed in order to increa.se service in the more 
profitable large cities. 
I have raised these points directly with my 
cabinet colleague, Postmaster General Gilles 
Lamontagne, and will continue to work actively 
to ensure that areas such as ours are protected 
under the new Crown Corporation structure. 
CUTBACKS FOR REAL 
In his speech the Prime Minister stated that 
the government would be cutting $2 billion from 
current and planned expenditures, and would be 
acting to reduce "overgovenrment" and in- 
crease the vitality of the privafe sector. 
The professional skeptics in the media have 
tried to portray these as meaningless 
statements, but - having been involved in Cabinet 
discussions toimplement the new initiatives this 
week. I can assure you that the Prime Minister's 
message is for real. There will be cutbacks - 
major cutbacks in current government 
programs, and there will be real stimulus to 
growth in the private sector. 
Virtually every government department will 
be affected b~' th!s sb3ft in priorities, although I 
am working within Cabinet o ensure that those 
projects which 'are most important o the 
diversification and enhancement of our area's 
economic base are not affected unduly. 
INTERNATIONAL COMMITMENT8 
Canada is a trading nation. We do 25 percent of 
our economic business by trading with other 
nations. It is most important, for the sake of this 
trade- that we be seen by our tradingaPartuersfith as 
a natiofi that is working in good to help 
improve the health of the world economy. 
For these reasons, Canada, like the other 
major industrial nations, undertook specific 
commitments at the Bonn Conference toresolve 
our economic problems. 
The Prime Minister's report o us on August I
outlined the direction our government will take 
in working towards the commitments we made 
in Bonn. Specific policies will be announced 
within the next few weeks, as Cabinet works out 
{he details of the new measures. 
t , tt 
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IN MY i OPINION Alderman Vie J oliffe loioiks at the Kitimat- 'errace 
• ' Controversy o f Tax Sharm  f ,r a New Health Centre 
..KWmat Mayor Thom!s move to have Terrace 
ekup the total cost of financing the cou6truction of
• new Health Centre should not be viewed with too 
much alarm, he is, afteraH, bringing to the attention of 
his KWmat voters the increasing cost of their par. 
lleipation in the Kltlma~tlkine Regional District 
.q~rations by questioning his fellow directors on the 
Reginaal District, he in making us all ask why we are 
7r~e u]hred to pay twenty percent of the bill, and we have 
to hear a satisfactory answer as to where th~ law 
came from. 
...The passage of BW 13 in CaWornia should make all 
Imlitieians ~ about he cost of government, and the' 
Kit/mat Mayer appears to be giving leadersmp By 
calling for tax reductions in next year's budget. One 
suspects that where he leads others will qulekly follow 
race they have taken account of which way the wind is 
blowing. Kitimat pays the lions share of the cost of 
running the Regional District; it also has two very 
ilroug representatives who appear to know what they 
Oardinal Prepares for 
Eleoiion of New ,Pope 
ROIV[E (AP) - -  Paul-Emile Cardinal Leger,. who 
gave up his post as Roman Catholic Archbishop of 
Montrealto serve lepers for a time in Africa, arrived 
Monday in preparation for the conclave to elect the 
next pope. 
The 74-year-old cardinal said the church needs a 
pope who is sezmitiw • 'he needs of the poor and one 
~vl/o can be equal difficult times facing the 
church. 
want and how they are going to go about it. That 
community isan established Industrial centre. On the 
other band, Terrace is in the throes of change, moving 
away from relying on the logging Industry, into being 
a service centre with government agencies which 
bring a stable payroll. We are now at about he sixty 
percent level in the change over, and this shows up in a 
change of Westyle that the twelve hundred govern- 
ment employees presently living in Terrae ehave 
brought o our area. Another example is the new 
shopping centre. There is no way under the old 
logging economy that a shopping centre of this size 
would have been built, and, as ~e percentage ofnon- 
logging people increase in our community so will you 
see a change In the people that are in public office. 
• .As the Terrace economy changes, so wW its tax 
base. Actual tax bearing commercial development 
has probably reaehed a record already this year, and 
Terrace will begin to take on a larger share of, the 
Regional District ax load to balance up with Kitimat. 
..At times Terrace's two representatives on the 
Regional District appear to take oppeeite stands. An 
example is the situation of the proposal to log-off the 
t lmberin the area that is reserved as Terracers 
-watershed some nine miles north of Terrace. 
Alderman Cooper, as a Director of the Regional 
Dlsh'iet and n logging contractor who nan worked for 
the company that wishes to log the area, supports the 
claim that clear cut logging wW increase the amount 
of snow that wm form in the catchment area, I, as the 
other Director, while admittedly knowing very Httie 
about logging, am not prepared to risk cutting the 
trees down first, only to find afterwards that we may 
have made a mistake; and Terraee's water supply 
may be Jeopardisnd. "There is unfortonatelyr noprior 
way of proving who is  go ing to be right. 
• .Reglohal District directors come from a spread out 
area - they rely heavily on the news media for their 
information, which is supplemented with that 
provided by administration. It should be remembered 
that the Kltlmat Mayor wlil have !!eard or read about 
the debates by Terrace Council over the rezoning of a 
piece of land for the H~aith Centre and cou~,J facility. 
There have been eontradlehwy statements made in 
this regard, and I will how review those statements in
the hope that the Kitlmat people, and the Mayor in 
particularrmay take a more receptiv e ~ew when the 
ore. shared programs, such as the Kitimat-Terraee 
Industrial corridor brochure, and the start of. a 
tourism brochure, and the Industrial Development 
Commission,• can proceed unhindered. 
• .Now to dispel some of the niyths that may have 
produced the current uneasiness between our two 
communities over payment of the respective costs of 
the health facility. 
s® 828 Rider 
en the~roughest areas with the B01ens 828 Rider• 
and deck. Padded seat, Wide, high-flotation tires. 
blade. Single foot-pedal drive control• Optional 
~rt and attachments• See them today a t . .  
. EQUIPMENT SALES "LTD. I 
; D. Lieence "lumber 01249A 635-6384 
¢ 1978 FMC Corp. 
cial 
~ucts 
ITEM I ReCl 
Price 
2298 
• 97.7 
~o.!a_ t=nTerprtse I 419 
Wu.een..ol.zu o~.uy I 919 
~cnmnzslee er _ . --- 
Tou issant  3 Pc I =o; 
BaggetBrass Bed J 998 
~.=,  .,u,o ~ j 999 
~nvaeSOnic Micro j 429 
3 PC Bar i 639 
1279 
9 Pc Dinette Suite 488 
Vail Pc 1770 ieres 5 -~ 
Bedroom Suite 
I 
_Kroehler Recliner 269 
Chair  
Tosh iba Mic ro  
Wave Oven 749 
Kroehler Rocker 319 
Fa i r l ine  Sofa & 1079 
Chair 
Marius-Oullett 9 Pc 
Dininq Room Suite 1799 ' 
Val l iers  5 Pc 
Bedroom Suite 1198 
~offfat Avacado 
riaerator 744 
9 10 
,M AM 
75 1850 
~5 330 
10 801 
i6 353 
19 70~ t 
mm~wmmm 
59 551 
99 890 
33 678 
30 327 
87 481_ 
59 950 
18 414 
140 1426 
55 153 
I 
~0. 685 
167 264 
59 1851 
I 
I 
t97 11482 
I 
48 1939 
54 658 
11 
AM 
1825 
325 
792 
350 
697 
543 
881 
671 
324 
475 
941 
410 
1412 
151 
679 
261 
852 
1468 
930 
652 
4OON PM 
1800 1775 75( 
320 315 3i0 
783 775 ~68 
347 344 347 
688 1675 570 
535 528 520 
872 863 85, 
I 
664 i 657 65C 
321 317 313 
469 463 457 
932923 P14 
406 402 398 
1398 1384 37( 
149 147 45 
673 667 G61 
258 ' 255 252 
8"44 837 330 
1456 1444 43" 
'921 913 ~05 
I 
646 640 i34 
2 3 
)M PM 
1725 
305 
760 
338 
661 
521 
845 
643 
.308 
461 
905 
394 
1356 
143 
655 
249 
823 
1422 
897 
628 
4 
PM 
1700 
300 
752 
335. 
652 
516 
836 
638 
304 
455 
896 
390 
1342 
141 
650 
246 
815 
1411 
889 
622 
J 
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If you happen to be travelling ~, " ' '.~ =" ' "' " ="l'v 
to vancouver, may we remind LAUNDRy-- POWDERED ' PUREX -- WHITE or ASSORTED BATHROOM ~ FOR YOUR you that the P.N.E. opens 
• August  19 .  !¢)XYDOL TISSUE 
~Saturday i ~  i p+: ` :  , ~1  ~ 4 
N ">+ [ i E CREAM"  ;".'it~r'~ PUR;O0~ t O SPltULAI~yFI;~I~T;~IFTNTL:E:4 Ek9 PRODUCED IN B.C. [] ~TQWELS ~,ffGm m WASH #~%zl m 
FAMILY" FANCY QUALITY 
LB 
BAE 
PEAS 
WESTERN FAMILY -- FROZEN -- B.C. GROWN 
C ~l~ M FANCY 4 9 9  Mar i ta l  QUALITY PER 
on UteCob~;~ 
i 
PICNIC BRAND -- REGULAR or PINK 
I.EMONADE ! 
12.5 FL OZ TINS 2FOk 
FRASER VALE -- STRAIGHT CUT 
DAIRYLAND -- B.C. PRODUCED 
SCOTTIE'S -- WHITE, YELLOW or SANDALWOOD SCOTT -- WHITE or COLOURED ° 
PKGS :+FACIAL ~00 ~ mB FAMILY 20F  6 0 0  r /~  r PER ~ ~ '  
!TISSUE ~ox mv B NAPKINS m~V 
m - ;~ m m m 
~.,.....o-~c..oouc.D-V,~-YOGURT.sso.+.o 0 +,+. 9 
FLAVOURS mr~ CTNS mm 
' ~ PKG 
Whippirm ¢rmm 
500 
ML 
CTN 
il 
i i s  
. VIVA -- WHITE, DECORATOR or ASSORTED FOR YOUR DISHES 
IPAPER TOWELS IVORY LIQUID, 
BOTTLE B II 
| Ig  
SALE PRICES VALID ~ "'=" ~,:" e '  , .I" i 
AUG. 16 TO 19, 1978 ~JOHNSON'S__BAND.A IDBRAN'~~ 
° ' ?~~~"~°+'" '+  " - . . . - -PLAST IC  100 I ~ ~  
" " PER ~ ~ I ~ 1 1 ~  STRIPS ~ 
APPLEMRS" SMITH'  BRAND260Z U ~d 5 ',, '~7~'" 1'~'4; ~L  "Z:C~'"~+V O-SO-GOOD. SLI ED ~ J ~ ' ; ; ~ " + ' ~ ~ i ' "  t'"~7" ('"' | "+5"'~' ~'t~"~ "Z'""~'"'~J"~'~ +'°~ STAYFREE BRANDMAxl .  30 - r~°  
" ~ PADS ~ m PIE ~ e [] "~ w.,c~-.~...s~.v~_ ~...,~ .~  " d • 
GUSTO BRAND-- ALL DRESSED ..~ WHITE or 60% WHOLE WHEAT F R E N C H ~  J~9  FLEX -- REGULAR or EXTRA BODY 
MINI- 4 17  ~ BREAD '%g CREME pc 444  
PER , ' MRS. WILMAN'S BRAND R INSE #,  I !  m 
pizzas. .++.  ~ s,m.y ~i.¢,59 ~ HOLIDAY FARMS BRAND I ~  
CABBAGE & ,114 CUPS 
ROLLS ~e [] ~,  ~ 
!'B.C. GROWN-CAN. #1 GRADE- B.C. GROWN - -  CANADA NO. 1 GRADE 
.,CKL,.GO. CAULI 
,11 
I I  
CALIFORNIA - SMALL SIZE - GREEN 
BELL PEPPERS 
IDEAL FOR 
PICKLING 
•. Qu~,V 
SIZE 12'S 
EACH 
PER 
LB 
IMPORT=D- CAN/~DA NO. ONE GRADE 
MEDIUM ONIONS 
PER 
LB 
t _ 
~.~i'~ B.C. GROWN--  CANADA NO.,1 GRADE 
~\(,..,+ s~ 
%="=7 - ;  
"% PER 
- LB 
-=.: 
aO'S 
WESTON'S - CHOC. CHIP orCOCONUT CREME 
coo.,.. 17  
400 GRAM PKG 
CHRISTIE'S --  HONEY MAID GRAHAM CRUMBS or ~ 
WAFERS 8 
400 GRAM PKG • 
CHRIST IES  - -  P£A IN  RITZ 
CRACKERS 
8OZPKG • V 
i 
JOHNSON'S -- BLANCHED or SPANISH 
PEANUTS =48! 
1.5 LB CELLO BAG 
TAVENER BRAND -- TINNED 
¢,.o, 7g  GRAM 
IN THREE VARIETIES TIN • 
m 
~ B A R B E C U E  STYLE 
PEANUTS 469 
1.5 LB CELLO BAG 
.~m,=m==i . ldm.=.  
~rUFFY'S --  GREAT AT A PARTY 
NUTS 'N . 
OZ BOLTS ~ 
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GOODHOST BRAND 
ICED TEA 
MIX MAKES A COOL 
REFRESHING 
DRINK 
24 OUNCE TIN 
B 
&, ,  • 
~r iO i~S MADE FROM 100% PURE 
VEG. OIL 
M A R G .  
3 POUND PACKAGE 
_~1___==- 
KRAFT PROCESS CANADIAN --"SINGLES" 
sucu  ~o 
....o=1, 93  . . . .  FL OZ 
WHIP  JARN 
i 
KRAFT BRAND -- MAXI 
, ,A . . .  +oz+ 69  
MALLOWS-. 
KEN-L-RATION BURGERS 
• LIVER or CHEESE 
FOOD 2 "° PKG 
i 
LIPTON- EARL GREY or ENGLISH BREAKFAST 
• . ' . .AO.  1=; 
PKGOF 30 
i 
NABISCO BREAKFAST CEREAL 
SHREDDIES l~o  
675 g PKG 
WEST BEST - FLAVOUR .~ KELLOC,-~'S BRAND 
CRYSTALS 
"APPLE, GRAPE, ~ ~  
FRUIT PUNCH or i i~ i l i~  i~  675 
LEMONADE 1~!~ ~ 
140Z ~l i  ~-~-:-:---~ ~ GRAM 
M!N WT .... ~ l~] J~ PKG 11 PKG [ ] I ~ ~  t 
y~ 
~1~ .~ • 
• - :~::... -.~.~:. 
WES'IE~ FAMILY 
PureVeg.Oil +ooo,,,,,o, N 
READY TO SERVE. , 
" ;~"'OVERWAITEA CARRIES ~ 
NING:) S BAKINE;ETC; : .(+ JARS .AND. ~ or-SHANK: PORTION ........... :::"PER;: eMl@ IN ASST'D SIZES , 128  ~ BLUE RIBBON BRAND , ~ :~ARTLY SKINNED & DEFATTED LB 
CONT U SPICE c°Z.,i • SIDE 1 d881 
BACON ~m,m J ~,~ 
d . " . . i ii Gi;;~;~i~ ,+o.OUNC.P,+T,+ , ...... 
5 pouN(, ',~:.:. B E E F  ;RE EzER ~ , I 2 tJ481 , U_ ID  REGULARor ~ "~SEED 2'25NTOz I 
" ~ BLUE RIBBON BRAND ~ SMALL LINK -- BREAKFAST 
C 'O IF  DRIP GRIND ~ I (~ '~RY,  .25 oz A @  iCOOKED~°:-oI:nll OVERWAITEA-'FIRSTCHOICE-THIN SLICED] ~ A  m N ~ A A  E ~  " ~ U ~ ~ U  ~ 
SEED co,.,, i ~ V lu= A T ~  ASSORTI:DIl ~~I  GOVT. INSPECTED m , ~  A 
n lup  l MVARIETIES BB ~ V AND APPROVED m~l l  ~ 
2 POUND TIN i i l ,  INCH- DELUXE STYLE i - -  L~'~l~,~ " " "  . --,OONO -- - - - -  
I_.__. E,~./'J191 ~i~; REEZER ~ i  
cUEP I~IT i I~OR: : :E~I~AMSeIc '  J FRESH,  WHOLE or  HALF  PORTION 
uQu,= +. i9  IPINK SALMON r~ 
FRUIT ~ ~ IGREAT FOR BARBECUING- 3 TO 5 LB AVERAE 
+  'r9 
CERTO~°% IFOR A I)BJCIOUS CH~E - -  FRESH J I ld l l L i  
+~ A ICOD F ILLETS  ~ ,'/#.,,~'I "~ CRYSTALSI 
WESTERN FANIILY -- NON DAIRY .:.; ,~ ~~_~,~I I - -~MI~LLSIZE • IFROM THE COLD WATERS OF THE PACIFIC OCEAN,  " ,I 
COFFEE . . . . .  55 ~. ~;BAOS ,~,,,oe ~+,,.,.,.. ,~  ++ BARBECUE 
CneAMEn~ ' FRUIT PRESERVATIVE MIXTURE 
FRUIT ~ 1 c E JAR ._ , ,~  oz 16 OUN . FRESH co,.,-. 
GLAD BRAND -- MEDIUM SIZE 
FREEZER STYLE 
- mm ~ ~, , ,~  20 BAGS | 
+,:,s~,,,.,,o',ou,,.,,,,,,~o,.,,~,.L,,:"~~-- PER 
PARAWAX i~ 5 ~ +-+~-: 
. 1 LB CONT. i V ~, '~ .  ~;,, 
323 CITT 
KITIMIT, 
t, 
¢ 
t - 
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Sometimes yuyou need a little help from your friends during Sunday's Totem Saddle Club gymkhana at 
as this young Hder in the bareback relay finds out Lions Park.  
Saddle Clubholds gymkhana 
The Totem Saddle Club 
held a gymkhana this 
weekend at Lions Park. 
Coming first in the senior's 
barrel race was Danay 
Muller with a time of 18.1 
seconds. Rod Falkner was 
second with a time of 23.1 
and Chris Ballatfl was third 
in 23.8 seconds. 
Sherry Goedwin won the 
junior division of the barrel 
race in 19.9 seconds. The 
little hutches champion was 
'Shena Faikner in 21 seconds 
followed by Theresa Ballatti 
in 21.1 seconds and Karen 
Johnson in 21.6 seconds. The 
Pee Wee title went to Sheilia 
Morrison with a time of 25.6 
seconds followed by Curt 
MeCarron in a time of 32.6 
seconds. 
In the poles event Danny 
Muller won the senior class 
with a time of 23.8. Laurie 
Muller took second in 28.2 
Seconds and Inorid Kankis 
was third in a time of 30.9 
seconds. 
With a time of 26.8 seconds. 
• Theresa Balialli won the 
little britches competition i
a time of 25.1 seconds with 
Karen Johnson right behind 
her in a time of 25.3 seconds 
and Lucy Wilson third in a 
time of 30 seconds. In the 
Poe Woes Sheilia Morrison 
won in a time of 34.1 seconds 
and Barbara McCarron was 
second in a time of 73.6 
seconds. 
Danny Muller won the 
senior scurries in a time of 11 
seconds flat followed by 
Marlin Bollatti in 15.2 
seconds and Laurie Muller in 
16.2 seconds. 
Sherry Gondwin again took 
the junior title in this event 
with a time of 14.1 seconds. 
Theresa Ballatti won the 
little britches class of the 
scurries with a time of 12.2 
seconds. Lee Ballatti was 
second with a time of 14.5 
and Roxanne MeCarron 
third in a time of 15.3 
pee wee championship with a 
time of 18.2 seconds. 
The flag race junior class 
went to Danny Muller in a 
time of 10.6 seconds with 
Laurie Muller second in a 
time of 26.3 and Marlin 
Baliattl third ins timeof 30.1. 
Lee Ballatti took the little 
britches class of the event in 
a time of 14.3 seconds. 
Karen Goedwin was second 
in a time of 15.4 and Donna 
Hepner was third with a 
The pee'wee winner was 
Shellia Morrison winnfng in 
a time of 32 seconds. Curt 
MeCarron was second with a 
time of 39.3 and Cathy 
Johnson was third in 45 
seconds. 
In the musiciai tires 
Sherry Gondwin came in 
first in the senior-junior 
class followed by Laurie 
Muller and Danny Muller. 
The little britches class went 
clocking of 17.7 seconds, to Lucy Wilson With Donna 
• Danny Muller took another Hepner seconds and Rona 
title in the junior figure 8 Falkner third. 
competition i a time of 22.3 
seconds with Marlin Ballatti 
second in a time of 26 
seconds and Rod Fallnor 
third in a time of 28,7 
seconds. 
Sherry Goodwin won the 
Senior class. The little 
britches winner was Lee 
Balletti in a time of 28.5 
seconds. Second was 
Roxanne McCarron in a time 
of 27.2 and then Karen 
In the ribbon race the 
junior and senior winners 
were team of Danny and 
Laurie Muller. Ingrid 
Kankis and Sherry Goodwin 
are second. In the little 
britches class Lucy Wilson 
and Karen Goonwin were 
first followed by Rhona 
Faikner and Donna Hepncr. 
The Bareback relay went 
to the team of Sherry 
Goodwin, Donna Mailer, 
May not make distance 
Grave concern for swimmer 
in open water. ' 
Ganderson said he had a 
report at 1:40 p.m. EDT that 
placed Ms. Nyad, 28, and the 
flotilla of bouts following her 
self.propelled shark cage 80 
kilomeb'es north of Bahia 
Honda. That coastal town is 
a few kilometres west of the 
Ortejaso beach, where Ms. .  
Nyad started her swim with 
a brave smile at 2:05 p.m. 
Sunday. 
The original course laid 
out for Ms. Nyad traced 165 
kllometres from the nor- 
them Cuban coast to the 
middle Florida Ks#, north 
of Key West. She thought she 
would need 60 hours of 
swimming to cover the 
COUlee. 
BEGINS CROSSING 
Another swimmer, 
Englishborn Stolla Taylor, 
set out Monday on a 160- 
kilomeire swim from Bimiei 
in the Bahama Islands 
across the Gulf Stream, 
which flows through the 
straits, to Florida. She was 
about 400 kilometres n6r- 
theast of Ms. Nyad. ~, 
As Ms. Nyad stroked 
through troubled waters, 
reporters and  television 
teams trying to cover the 
feat struggled with problems 
of their own. 
One press boat, the Proud 
Mary, started taking on 
water early Monday, the 
U.S. Coast Guard said. A 
guard helicopter rushed an 
ORTEJASU, uuna tAP) - -  
U.S. marathon swimmer 
Diana Nyad was more than 
16 kilometres behind 
schedule in turbulent water 
Monday and her adviser said 
he was "gravely concerned" 
she.might not complete her 
165-kilometres swim to the 
Florida Keys from Cuba. 
"The swim isn't going its 
best," Ken Gunderson, the 
• adviser, said from a team 
base in Key West after Ms. 
Nyad finished more than one 
quarter of her swim. 
Gunderson said the 
swimmer faced increasingly 
higher waves as she tried to 
complete the swim across  
the Straits of Florida. 
Ms. Nyad is trying to 
establish a record for the 
longest distance ver swum 
auxiliary pump out to it and 
that was enough to keep the 
• water hailed out, a coast 
guard official said. 
The media also struggled 
with radio communication 
problems that. kept many 
reporters from calling In 
stories. 
The officisd open water 
record is 98 kilometres 
across Lake Michigan by 
: Egyptian 'Abo-Helf, who 
' made the swim in 34 boura In 
1963. 
Walter. pcenisch, a 65- 
year.old U.S. baker and 
stunt swimmer, said he 
completed the Cuba-to- 
Florida swim July 13. But his 
claim was not accepted 
because no independent 
observer accompanied the 
swim. 
Quebec player advances 
in Canadian Open tennis 
.secoxld set, Drysdale again 
double-faulted on break 
TORONTO (CP) --Rejean four months, mostly on the 
Genois of Quebec City, Grand Prix and satellite cir- 
playing in his 22th con- caits, but returned to 0t- 
seentiveweekoftoumament iowa's tournament in an 
attempt to secure a national 
ranking. His play in the U.S. 
helped improve his world 
ranking to 89th. 
"I went back to 0tJawa go 
get a ranking, and if they 
rank me, I'd be leth-best in 
Canada and 891h in the 
world," Genois joked after 
his morning match. 
SERVED POORLY I 
Gennis's victory over 
Drysdale was due in part to 
poor serving by tl~ British 
player. With the score tied 3- 
3 in the opening set, 
Drysdale doublefaultod to 
give the Canadian the ad- 
vantage he needed for the 
llrst-set win. 
In the opening ame of the 
cempetitiou, sed his strong 
serve to defeat Robin 
Drysdsle of Britain 6.4, 6-0 
Monday in a first-round 
match  at the SZl0,OO0 
Canadian Open tennis 
champioushipo. . . 
The victory helpetl redeem 
the 25-year-old Canadian 
~ftor he loot--in the round of 
16 at the Canadian ational 
championships in Ottawa 
last week. I 
in another first-round 
men's singles match Men- 
day, fourthseeded Raul 
Ramtrez at Mexico beat 
Harry Fritz of Toronto 6-3, 6- 
3. Fritz is the Canadian a- 
tional champion. 
In first-round Women's 
singles play, seventh-seeded 
Laura DuPont of the United 
States downed Sharon Walsh 
of the U.S. 6-1, 4.6, 7-5; Kym 
Ruddeli of Australia 
de feated  F reder ique  
Thihault of France 1-6, 7-5, 6- 
4 and Jeanne Duvafl of the 
U.S. beat Kathy Kuykendall, 
also of the U.S~, 6.0, 7-6. 
Genois has been playing in 
the southern U.S. for the last 
Woman tennis player 
takes swipe 
at tourney orgmnizers 
E'olloWing the match, she 
TORONTO (CP) -- cr i t i c i zed  tournament  
Marjorie Blackwood of organizers for scheduling 
Ottawa, Canada's national her on the opening day of the 
women's champion, madean tournament, claiming she 
early exit from the Canadian 
Open tennis championships 
Monday and took a swipe at 
tournament organizers on 
the .way out. 
Biaekwood, who beat Lise 
Senn of Toronto 7-5, 6-4 for 
the national women's title in 
a match that ended about 
midafternonn i  Ottawa on 
Sunday, was 'scheduled for 
an early centre~ourt match 
should have had a day off 
and been given a Tuesday 
match. 
She found out after her Ot- 
tawa victory that she had an 
early match here, and 
arrived in Toronto at 2 a.m. 
"I had trouble con- 
centrailng, and the .main 
reason was the sched~ng," 
Blaekwoud said. "Row could 
they have done such a stupid 
SherryGo0dwinaguintook seconds. Johnson with a time of 27.3 Donna Hepner and Ingrid against Michele Tyler of thing." 
the junior title in this event. Sheilia Morrison took the seconds. Kankis. Britain on Monday. "I can play against : Blaekwoud, 21, won the Michele, and I proved it in 
• first set 6-4 but then tired the first set," she said. "But 
* : noticeably in the final two then it all caught up with me Game delaved aga in  ~ets and dropped them 6-1, 6- later, all because of the 
Yankees down Baltimore 
ASSOCIATED Atlanta Braves. 
The Braves scored four 
runs in' the third on suc- 
ceeaive home runs by Gary 
Matthews, Jeff Burroughs 
and Bob Homer. The assault 
fell one short of the major 
league, record of four by 
Milwaukee Braves in the NL 
in 1961 and tied by Cleveland 
in the American League in 
1963 and Minnesota in 1964. 
Dave Parker drove in 
three runs and Omur Moreno 
scored three to lead Pitt- 
slmrgh' Pirates to a 7-4 
victory over Cincinnati Reds 
while Art Howe drove in 
three runs with a solo homer 
and a two-run single to back 
the four-hit pitching of Tom 
Dixon as Houston Astros 
posted a 6-0 victory over St. 
Louis Cardinals. 
By THE inning after Texas had Indians to a 4-3 victory over 
broken up a nohit bid by Minnesota nd snapping the 
Ch icago 's  F ranc isco  Twins' fourgame winning 
Barrios, ~lping the Rangers streak. 
to a 4.3'victory over the' 
White Sox for their fifth In the National League, 
consecutive triampb. Gary Dave Kingman smashed 
Alexander bit two RBI three doubles and drove in 
singles and Sid Monge and thrce runs, and Mike Vail 
Jim Kern combined to pitch added three hits and scored 
3 2-3 innings of scoreless three runs to lead Chicago 
relief, lifting Cleveland Cubs to a 13-7 victory over 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS AMERICAN LEAGUE 
NATIONAL LEAGUE East 
East W L Pd, GBI. 
W L Pd.GIM. B0ston . 74 43 .632 
Philadelphia 63 51 .663 - -  New York 66 51 .s~ e 
Chicago dO 56 .Sl7 4 Detroit 64 51 .557 9 
Montreal 56 62 •47S 9 MIIwoukea 63 52 .S4 tO 
Pittsburgh 53 61 .466 10 Baltimore 63 54 .538 !1 
New York 48 69 .410 161/~ Cleveland 53 63 ,457 201/a 
St. Louis 48 70 .407 17 Toronto 46 70' .397 27'/2 
West Wed 
San Francisco 69 49 .SS5 - -  Kansas City 63 52 .548 - -  
Los Angeles 68 50 •576 1 California 66 55 .542 t/2 
Cincinnati 67 51 .568 2 Oakland 61 60 .504 S 
San Diego 60 58 •.f~ 9 Texas 58 57 •504 5 
Houston 55 61 .474 13 Minnesota 51 66 •436 13 
Atlanta 54 63 .462 141/2 011cogo 47 69 .405 161/~ 
Meaday Results Seattle 44 7S .370 21 
Chicago 13 Atlarda 7 ,Monday Results 
P i ~  7 ,Clnclneatl 4 /V/Iv~ukee 4 Bostm '3 
6 St• LouIs 0 New York 4 Baltimore I
Cleveland 4 Mmesata 3 
Today's ~lmes Detrolt 11 Kamas CitY' 2 
Atlanta at Chicago Today's Gaines 
San Frmdsco at N~ntresl N Toranto at Milwaukee 2 N 
Los Angeles at Philadelphia ANnnesota at Cleveland N 
N Kansas City at 13elrolt N 
Cincinrmtl at Piflsburgh N Chlcat0 at Texes N 
finn Diego at New York N Boston at California N 
Houaton at St. louis N New York at Oakland N 
PRESS 
Miokey Rivers, who scored 
from first on a two-out 
outfield error in the fourth 
inning, singled home the 
eventual winning run in the 
eighth to give New York 
Yankees a 4-1 victory over 
Baltimore Orioles in a game 
delayed by power failure 
Monday night. 
Graig Nettles added a two. 
run, ninth-inning homer in 
the game that was halted for 
23 minutes in Baltimore's 
half of the eighth when two 
light towers In back of home 
plato went out. Each contest 
in the fourgume series was 
delayed in some manner. 
The same towers malfunc- 
tioned three times in 
Saturday night's game, 
producing 76 minutes in 
delays. The two other games 
in the set were shortened by 
rain after delays totalling 
three hours, three minutes. 
Gary Thomasson opened 
the eighth with a bloop single 
to right off Jim Palmer, 14- 
11, and was sacrificed to 
second before Rivers lined a 
single to left. 
• Rich Gonsuge, 8-9, relieved 
in the seventh when the 
Orioles tied the score 1-1 on 
Rich Dauer's sacrifice fly 
and picked up the victory. 
New York's victory moved 
them to witMn eight games 
of Boston Red Sex, who lost 
to Milwaukee Brewers 4-3, in 
the AL East. 
In other American League 
action, Jim Wohlford and Sal 
Bands hit solo home runs, 
helping Milwaukee defeat 
Boston. Brewers right- 
hander Lary Sorensen, 14-8, 
gave up 13 hits and stranded 
1o bsaerunners over eight 
innings as Milwaukee won 
for only the second time in 
their last 10 games. 
TIGERS ROAR 
MiR May collected three 
singles, two walls and drove 
in two runs leading Detroit's 
17-hit attack as the Tigers 
routed the Royais 11-2. 
Jim Sundberg's two-run 
Baltimore at Seattle N 
Allthe | " " ' " " "  : ' : : " ' "  1 i new | 
HONDAS t ""t° L help old bowlers improve the'r game i 
a here.  _1 Aug. 2Z-  Sept. S 
i l:S p m & 7'11 p m 
• ~ (Bowhng alley open for casual 
Test drivea Honda today at bowlnng or lessons.) .~~ 
TERRA4C ~ I~ONylAGSALES ~1[~'~ ]~ Phone e35-SS11 or Phon.e. 6354405 ~ 
~, Terrac:~?~C~V6G IL, q~. .~.  ............. fo r mo[o informati=n .......... ~ 
HONDA Oealer Llcence Number 020~;6A ' ~ ~ J ~ ~ ' ~ : ~ , ~  . " 
siugle capped a four.run fifth . . . . . . . . . . .  
point. Genois will meet top- 
seeded Eddie Dibbs of the 
U.S. in the next round 
"I didn't hit many win- 
hers, but I didn't have to," 
• Genois aid. "I just played a
cautious game and let him 
make the mistakes." 
Genois Is flsally at the 
point in his career where 
tennis is making him money. 
'TII make at least $1,500 
here this week, and ff every 
tournament was like this 
one, I wouldn't have any 
problems." 
Genois will take a week off 
after his tournament, then go 
to Forest Hills for the U.S. 
Open, where he received an 
automat ic  exempt ion  
because of his current world 
ranking. 
Sports briefs 
NAMED TOP PLAYER 
NEW YORK (AP) --  Out- 
fielder Jim Rice of Boston 
Red Sox was named the 
American League player of 
the week Monday by leag~ 
president Lee MacPhail. 
Rice went 16 for 30 for a 333 
average with 1O RBIa and six 
runs scored. He had a pair of 
doubles, a triple and three 
home runs for 29 total bases 
and a slugging percentage of 
.967. 
BUYS CARIBOUS 
ATLANTA (AP) - -  An At- 
lanta group announced the 
purchase Monday of the 
Colorado* Caribous of the 
North American Soccer 
League. The team will be 
called the Atlanta Chiefs and 
begin NASL play in the 1979 
. season. The sale is subject to 
The Caribous were 8-~2 l~mt 
season and finished last in 
their division of the 244earn 
league. 
JOINS STAMPS 
CALGARY (CP) - -  Bernie 
Morrison, 26, a six.foot, two- 
inch, 229-paund linebscker 
from University of 
Manitoba, has Joined 
Calgary Stampeders of the 
Canadian Football League 
on a five-day trial. The 
Winnipeg native was 
released earlier by Winnipeg 
Blue Bombers of the Western 
Conference. 
ANNOUNCE PLAY DATE 
MONTREAL (CP) -- The 
1979 Canadian tournament 
on the Ladies Professional 
Golf Association tour will he 
played July 23-29 at the 
Richelieu Valley Golf Club in 
ngreementofthelcague.The nearby Ste. Julle, it was 
sale price was not diselmed _ announced Monday. 
Enjoy 
the world of 
sensual massage... 
indoors 
or... outdoors/ 
• Pro-plumbed. No house or plumbing 
alterations required. 
*Hot 24 hours * 100% Portable 
**Cross Link Poly-tub • Completely preplumbed 
.Plugs into any I 10V ,72 Jets for total mmssalle 
• No shipping or assemblv charges 
t northern polnt~, ~- 
e ~  , , 
Write or phone eolloot 
IJJAlJ~ 420 West 6th Ave. 
Vanoouvor, B.0. 
• 872-8641 
Dealer Jnquirioe invited 
? 
i 
, 
!i 
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Terrace has new hockey blood 
Dale Kuebue'r has taken ckampioashipl 
Many times the juniors of hockey can give Terrace a
Backwoods Corner ox raoneer, Mr. Mike hau to rcllltier Brm. Den pgensr 
'Prince George won the bang on for a narrow 9-8 trophy and the Royal Bank 
Terrace Ladies Fastball victory. Gene McKeandwas trophy for the best batting 
Tournament this past the winning pitcher with average. 
weekend at Riverside Park. Toni Felsy taking the loss. Prince Rupert's Carol 
Backwoods took homeflrst This meant Bankweuds 
plaea prize money of $400 had to defeat Mr.. Mikes Woods won the Harnlds 
and the Gins Champiomhip twice in the final and they Recreation trophy as the 
trophy. Mr. Mikes of did Just that. In the first Most Sportsman like Player. 
Terrace took ~ for second game they won easily 9-1 Three Terrace players 
and Pioneer Homes ~ for with several Terrace errors won awards also. Diane 
third, contributing to their Tavoie won the Flshmanns 
To win the tourney Back- dowofall. Gene McKeand Jewellers trophy as best 
,woods had to come through was the .losing plteber for 
the losers side of the draw Terrace and Carol Tngare 
after lesing to Mr. Mikes of picked up the win. 
Terrace on Saturday 3-2 in a The second game was 
well played ballgame. Gene much eioser. Backwood took 
McKesnd picked up the win an'early 1-0 lead in the top of 
and Mary Potskin took the the second inning but 
less. Terrace came right hack in 
On Sunday Backwoods the bottom to tie the score. 
defeated Ktsplox 4-0 to Both teams traded runs in 
continoe to advance towards, the sixth im~ but Back- 
;thafisal. Their easiest game woods got 6no. in the top of 
of the final was ngnlmt ~ha seventh and hung on to 
Prince Rupert Seokeegats, win 5.2;, 
winning 15.0 after five in- Several individual and 
sings, team trophies were awarded 
Two Prince George teams in the tournament. Besides 
played off the semi finals taking home the Glms 
with Bnkcwoods defeating championship trophy two 
Pioneer Homes 4-2. Mary Backwoods Comer players 
Potskin ,was the winning won awards. Carol Tngare 
pitcher with Lent Foisy won the All Seasons ti~phy 
taking the loss. as the tournament Most 
• Terrace Mr. Mikes ad. Valuable Player and Sue 
vanced to the final as the Julinnwas the best infielder, 
only undefeated team in the the trophy presented by Ken 
~ent .  On Saturday • Rickokon ot SKB Salvage. 
they defeated Kitimat Hotel As well all the Backwoods 
14-3 and Prince Rupert 15-1 Corner P.layers were 
both after 5 innings. They presented with individual 
edgudBackwoods Corner 3.2 trophysbyDeesever Hauling 
in Saturday's premier game ef Terrace. 
to advance uguinst Pioneer Toni Foisy of Pioneer 
Homes on Sunday. Homes was the only double 
After building up early trophy winner of the tour- 
leads of 6-I and 8-4 against nament picking up the 
by Dave Hamilton 
Te~wace has new blood in 
the "Pacific Northwest 
Hockey League. " 
The Terrace Tlmbermen 
add a new and enc~flug 
dimension to the "local 
hockey scene, intermedlste 
Prince George team wi'ns tourney 
outfielder, Mary Ann 
Martins the Skeena Hotel 
Trophy as best catcher and 
Penni Anderson the Tavoie 
Tree Planting trophy as 
having the mint RNs. 
The entire Mr. Mikes hall 
club would like to thank all 
those people who helped 
them make this tournament 
a success and to their fans 
who came out to support 
them in Sunday's wet 
over as owner and coach of 
the PNWHL franchise and 
hopoa~o turn to same of last 
years '/Commercial Hockey 
League stars to help form 
the nucleus of the team. 'Fbr 
thb past five years ~Teh'ace 
hockey fans have l~e~n 
treated to entert~l?i~g 
junior hockey but they've 
also been--dlaappointed by 
lack o~. a PN~HL 
were on top at the Christmas 
break only to have their 
ranks depleted by th~ loss of 
players to the parent club. 
With an intermediate am 
the club will not lose six or 
seven players in one swoop 
and this will give the players 
ample opportunity to 
become used to one another 
and gel as a~unlt, 
Kuehner belieVes this type 
winner and bring hockey 
fever hack to Terrace as was 
experienced in the first 
years of PNWHL action. 
• This year's exeoutive.for 
the Timbermen are manager 
Tim Maclean, assistant 
manager Bob Park, Club 
director Krls Joaephaen and 
.~q'~t~n.v .~h~llv Ktmhqer. 
Turner wins memorial ' the  umpires scorekeepers and a special thanks to Roe 
Nickolson and Penni An- 
derson who organized the 
tournament. 
' Mrl Mikes next action is in 
Akelergrove this coming 
weekend as they pertieiimte 
in the senior "C" B.C. 
championship. 
Carol Legare of Prince George Backwoods Corner accepts the tournament Meet 
Valuable Player award from Bob Park of All Season sports. 
Pavne's first games will be tough 
• , , " . 
By THE CANADIAN PRE88 LandedowneParkln the first British Columbia Lions are Argonauts, entered hospital 
Hamilton Tiger-Cats new game of 'a home-and-home visiting the winlesa Sundaywith a collapsediung 
'c0achJohn Payna makes his Seriee.:~w-ith-'the Ot t ima Saskatchewan Roughriders, and has been placed on the 
i978 Canadian Football RoUffh Riders. ' 'Pad, no, former'head coach 30-day injury list. 
'League debut tonight a t  In other CFL action,, at Saskatchewan, was hirnd 
memorial 50 hap race at the 
Terrace STock Club race 
Sunday at Terrace Speed- 
way. 
Coming second to Turner 
,,in the feature race was 
Dennis Williams and third 
Ren Schmidt. • 
In the A Trophy dash Tom 
Shonsby came first with 
Dennis Ward coming in 
second. Dennis Wilianm 
wock the B Trophy Dash 
with Sbaance Krm~lbrink 
second and Randy Goodwin 
third. 
The A Main went to Tom 
Shenuby. Jim lrvine was 
second and Danny Me, Bryan 
was third. Sbaance 
Krusaelbriaks took the B 
Main with Dennis Wlllam 
behind him in second place 
end Randy Guedwin in third. 
The A Heat went to Run 
Schmidt with Brian Turner 
second and Jim h'vine third. 
The point standings for the 
Terrace Stock Car Club are 
as follows. 
A Point Standings 
44 Jim lrvlne - 395 
66 Herb quas.t - 306 
Brian Turner - 198 
! tom Shensby - 171 
',s fion King Jr. - 140 
55 Dennis Ward - lI0 
99 Norm Start - 90 
15 A! Racko - 80 
4 Bruce Ho/fman - 62 
17 Dennis Wiilams - 48 
4 tarry Alger -40 
7/Danny McBryan - 32 
54 Jim Davis - 17 
given some oredibmty to the 
team's rmml~/pmeb0th u 
abhckeranda~r ,  w o n ' t b e  back. He is out for the .... /' nanled 
GreenBayveteran 
placed on waivers 
Friday by Tiger Cat owner 
Harold Ballard to replace 
Tom Dlmitroff who was axed 
following the team's 27-9 lees 
Wednesday toWinnlpegBlue 
Bombers in Hamilton. 
Dimitroff had a 2-2 CFL 
preseason record and the 
Tiger Cars are currently in 
the eastern conference 
basement with a 1-3-1 
regular season record. He 
d one year loft on his con- 
tract with the club. 
"We have formulated a 
game plan with the quar- 
terhacks (Jimmy Jones and 
Tom Sbuman) and Laud 
(offensive line coach 
Niskanen)," Payne said 
"We haven't made any 
changen~ but there are some 
adjustments." 
"I haven't been uble to do 
an extensive valuation of 
the personnel yet, but Iako  
don't want to dwell on the 
past," he said, "There are 
some things we have to 
• strive for. We haveto get 
some constituency and we 
have to eliminate mistakes." 
MAY PLAY 8HORT " 
Ottawa head coach George 
Brancato says his team 
which has a regular season 
rees )rd of 3-1-0, may play one 
man short. Rough Riders 
will be without Bill 
Hatmmka, hack-up wide re. 
ceiver .and one of the 
league's meet prolific punt 
returners, for the two game 
series and possibly longer. 
Hatannka, who broke two 
race at Terrace Speedway 
Brian Turner won the 35 Run Schmldt - 12 55 Dennis Ward. 36 
Brancato could replace 
Ratanaka with either Ray 
Honey, an o/fensive lineman, 
or veteran defensive back 
Peter Crepin, or up one. 
To activate Honey,  
Brancoto would have to 
place a player on waivers 
without recall. 
The eastern Riders are 
also coooidering activating 
veteran guard Charile 
Branden, whe damugnd a 
nerve in Ottawa's first pre- 
season game, If Brendon 
• dresses, either rookie Mark 
Perrelli or Frank Pomertco, 
both import offensive 
linemen, will be dropped. 
Braneato said'be may not 
make a decision on Brandon 
until Just before tonight's 
game which will be carried 
on .tbe CBC's full network. 
Out West, rookie Harry 
Holt is ~peoted to be in the 
fullback slot when the Lions 
host Saskatchewan i  an 
untelevtsed western can. 
ferenoe game. 
Holt, who dropped out of 
Arizona State after failing to 
make a team bun after a bl~ 
game, Joined Lions at 
training camp as a wide 
receiver. 
He was cut when the 
rosters were trimmed to 
but stayed in Vancouver and 
rejoined Lions on a five-day 
trial friday. 
Injuries have plagued 
Lions thts season. Two weeks 
ago rcckle hallback Larry 
Key suffered a hamstring 
pull from which he has 
GREEN BAY, Wls. (AP) "Of .all the players who 
--  Veteran liuehacker Fred have.performed here In the 
Cart- was placed on waivers last 10 years, none have 
Monday by Green Bay received more personal 
Packers in the latest attention and special con- 
~velepment in a weeklong sideration than Fred," be 
dispute, added. "However, while I 
Conch and general have repeatedly extended 
nmmger Raft Start ~ued a myself on his behalf, be has 
statement blasting Cart's failed to honor verbal 
conduct, commitmmte and made.a 
Cart left the National mockery of 0ur conditioning 
Football League team s. and training proip'ams." 
tninlng camp lut  Munday, Start" said Cart finished 
claiming a cyst on hts knee last among 77 players heated 
required surgery. Starr, at the opening of training 
refusing to approve the camp t l~ summer. 
surgery unless Cart retirnd . . . . .  , . . 
ordered him to return by 5 uarr, ureen nay s p,o. x 
p.m Sotm'day draft choice in 1968 from the 
~,arr met ~!~ deadline and' University of Testa.El Paso, 
attended a team breakfast leads the Packers in meet 
Monday morning, but .co~utive games played 
refused to practice with 140 in 10 seasons..e 
"Releasing a ~roven n~r. was the Packer defensive 
former is never sassy; but~tbe captain ~ Isst..tkr~_ y.enrs, 
circumstances of the last was onmea n AU-~'ro mreu 
week have made this times and wu chosen the 
decision more regrettable," meet valuable playe r in the 
said Slarr. 1971 Pro Bowl. 
season with a knee injury 
suffered in last week's 43-14 
romp ever the RonghRiders 
in Re~ina. 
SOME CHANGES 
Saskatchewan head conch 
Jim Eddy said Monday it 
was too early to reveal any 
lineup changes but there will 
he "some different 
situations" because of the 
team's performance last 
week. 
Luzinski says 
Eddy says one of the 
changes will be In passing. 
lie said Riders realize thW 
must defend against the lo~ 
touchdown pass and 
eliminate many O/their own 
errors. Saskatchewan mint 
play 60 minutes of errer.free 
football to win and Eddy 
says the team has the ability 
to do iL . • 
Riders have brought In two 
wide receivers on five-day 
trlak. Import ArchLe Gray 
played e~iht gamsa with 
Montreal last season and put 
in the exhibition season with 
Winnipeg while Canadian 
Randy Rugen has played 
with Edmunton, Calgary and 
Montreal 
Riders' general manager 
Hank Dorsch left for the 
United States last weekend 
to do a little scooting for 
defensive backs and 
linemen. Before he left, 
Dorech said changing 
coaches would not he one of 
The Terrace entry in the 
Pacific Northwest Hockey 
League are now officially 
nicknamed the Tlmbermen. 
The winner o/ the 'name 
the team' contest and winner 
d a pair of skates courtesy 
All-Seasons was Harve) 
Dngerness of 4011 Anderson 
Street.' 
The club would llke to 
e~tend their thanks to all 
participants. 
Owner Dale Kl~viner 
would also like to announce 
there are still three spon- 
sorships open with the 
deadline set at Saturday 
August 19. For those in- 
terested in sl~nsoring .a 
sweater contact Dale at 
5039. 
The sale of seas~ tickets 
i de  l " "~ in last week's 37-18 recoveredbutCaivinCulver,, the situations he will seek to 
r S o v e r  victory over Toronto. another rookie who had remedy. 
. "  , . . ,  o . . 
imRSI~Y,  Pa. (AP) -- wben'portlm~te.ruport. Bus iness  Philadelphia Phillies slugger that l,uzinoki threw a temper 
Greg Luzinski, relaxing at tantrum at a clubhouse after • 
an amusement perk on nn an exhibition swing throngh 
eff-doy Monday, said the t'ue~o Rico. And lately, the ~ 
onmtlennlreller.sterrkle philllen ha . .  making i Not nistod in our 
Ids teammates m"e taking ,. more newsin the lockerreom 
an"ththemndisisc°mingtoend, play.than theyfield.have on. "' i ! B,,O. Tel Direotory. 
" I  think last ,week's The final blowup was a i AURORA ANIMAL H()SPITAL - 43S-3040 
blowup was good for the physical confrontation 
simple reason that the between Phlllles shortstop GEN'ERAL I:URNITURE. 435-4941 
relationship was strained Larry Bewa and has&all . 
between the press and the writer Ray Kelly o/ the ~ WATER LILY BAY RESORT -798.2267 
team because of what was Camden, N.J., CouHerPost DIAL~AN.ORDER 532.3413 
"The press knows better Since the incident, which 
now," Luzimki said while the players charge was eLI'S PLACE. 798-~231 
strolling threugh the Her-caused by repeated unfair Listed 
shaypark grounds wi~h his reporting, huzimkl and BARNEY • SHOE'S & REPAIR. ~3S.~10~2 
family. "Eventually our severalPbllllsahaverefuscd 
. . .o  o ,ow.= Here  ! ,.,s ,.,o,,.o. ,.,,,, Asked whether he thought after baseball games. Free - for ONE month Courtesy, of THE 
the Incident had earned the S~wr i tc rs  have lodged DALLY HERALD 
players the respect of the a formal complaint with 6"  3 6 7  sportswriters, Imzinski said, Natlmnl League President 
"Yes, I think it did." Charles (Chub).Feeuey. If you wish your Business Phone 635 
A feud has been sins- listed for your customers please call m merin~ since m'In~ irnlnin~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ! 
B Point Standing 
44 Shaunce Krusaeibrink .
219 
17 Dennis Wlllams • 112 
17 Tom Sheasby. 74" 
54 Jim Davis - 57 
78 Linda Turner. 54 
99 Bob Postuk - 38 
4 Larry Alger - 35 
97 Ken Gordon. 32 
15 AI Rasko - 25 
77 Danny McBrayn - 14 
11 Iron King Jr. - 13 
88 Randy Gondwla - 12 
4 Bruce Hefinmn. 6 
BOuton,s future 
still in question 
ATLANTA (AP) -- The 
subject was Jim Bouton, but 
Ted Turner wasn't alking-- 
at least not at first. 
The question was whether 
Atlanta Braves would 
promote the colorful Bouton 
to the parent National 
l.P.ngue baseball club after 
the 39-year-old knuck- 
lebal ler 's  succesefu 
comeback with Savannah 
Braves of the Class AA 
Southern League. 
"I'm not going to.say very 
much," said Tumor, con- 
treversial owner o f  the 
Braves, at the beginning of 
an interview Monday. But he 
eventually warmed up and 
spoke at length. 
"We want him to stay 
down there ~ti l  the end of 
the season, Which ends later 
this montk Then, we're not 
sure. The roster expands 
then and we may bring him 
up or we may not. We'll have 
to look at the situation at that 
time." 
Benton, a former World 
Series hero with New York 
Yankees and author of the 
bestsclllng book Ball Four, 
signed with the Braves in 
May after Turner watched 
him pitch batting practice in 
Richmond, Va. 
Benton has a 9-7 record in 
the minor8 this year, Im~ his 
earned-run average remains 
under 3.00, and he said 
recently he felt he was ready 
for a return to the major 
leagues. 
"H we were just trying to 
make money, maybe that's 
what we'd do," Turner ~!d. 
"But what we're trying to do 
is run tha belt haueb~ 
operation ~ o 
will begin soon Watch the 
Herald for information on 
this and try out times and 
dates. 
Wagon Days 
F/sh/  
repor t ,  
• lflgh ride at Ua.m. o/12.5 
ft. Low fide at 5:20 p.m. at' 
6.3 ft. 
Dour. C haonel f i s~ 
ever weal(anti was not only 
hack to normal with lots of 
salmon but we had a number ] 
of fishermen e~Ing  home 
with not only their own limit 
but also the limit of all the '|I~ 
men in the boat. ~ '  4N41~! 
Des ler Licence Number 02045A 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4912 Hwy. 16 Terrace, B.C. VOG 11.8 
• The hot spot Sunday was 
Jessie Falls and Fish Tran .o , , , .A  Test drivea H_o tatoday. 
" -=- - -  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  mtW 
""  TERRACE MEATS ore. 
UKELSE i~ i l l  4 
(Next to Fields) OOO"  I '/l g JIM J vv  MASON 
now line of 
Europoae~ Style Sausa|o and 
hublo Smoked Homoourod Baoon 
I 0uldom out sides of beef abe available 
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kitchen trio is easy 
for handyman to install z~ 
electrical comwctions re- 
main to I)e reconnected. 
Completing the "Clean- 
tip Center," is a new 
]mnsehold trash compactor 
which can be huilt-in or 
used free-standing. Easiest 
of tim trio to install, the 
For the homeowner con- 
sidering remodeling the 
kitchen or replacing ent- 
er-date built-in appliances, 
saving the price of installa- 
tion may be the difference 
between doing the remod- 
eling all at one time or 
spreading it out. 
Self - installation by the 
home handyman may even 
save enough to permit ad- 
dition of a new appliance, 
such as a trash compactor. 
General Electric offers 
the do-it-yourselfer a trio 
of after-dinner appliances 
that are "easy-installed." 
Known collectively as the 
"Clean-up Center," they 
are the dishwasher, food' 
waste disposer and trash 
compactor. 
An installation module 
for simplified electrical and 
phlmbing connection is fea- 
tured on the new Pot- 
scrubber II dishwasher. 
The installation module is 
connected to the electrical 
and plumbing systems be- 
fore the dishwasher is 
pushed into position tinder 
the ~ounter. The module 
allows the handyman clear 
access for easy •snap-on 
Connection of the dish- 
washer plumbing and dec- 
trieal wiring. 
GE also offers a do-lt- 
yourself dishwasher re- 
placement kit that can be 
utilized to replace most 
dishwashers with their new 
built-in model. 
The sound-shielded dis- 
poser, Model GFCll0 is 
designed for fast d0".Jt- 
yourself installation. It fea- 
tiJrds'" ~i " '  ~iifi(ilifi'd~l' "'~li'p 
mounting system. After the 
clip mounting head is se- 
cured to the mouth of the 
sink, the disposer simply 
slips into the mount!ng 
head, snaps in place and 
locks into position. Then 
only the p.lumbing 'and 
__  r f f i l  
cmnpactor is only 15-inch- 
es wide and sn can l)c slid 
in place of a standard 15- 
indl base cabinet; or you 
can replace a 30-inch base 
cahinet with a trash com- 
pactor and a new 15-inch 
cabinet. Once in place, it 
requires mdy a standard 
ll5-volt outlet and simple 
screw leg height adlust- 
ment. 
The new compactor has 
a cylindrical door-mounted 
hueket hat swings out for 
easy hmding at a touch and 
generates 3,100 pounds nf FEB'75 Form 103 
compaction force to paek a CLEAN.UP TIMEI Installing new after-dinner appliances ts  no longer a matter of ".how-to." but only 
week's trash for an average "when.to.'" with General Electric's, Clean.up Center• The dishwasher, disposer and compactor all have 
hmi ly  of ~onr into one neat features making installation simple and last. ' 
Li~i~i . . . . . . . . . . . . .  fumbhings has never lost its piece is o f  traditional Ameri. 
, , , . , ,  . o.o..- iiii . , . . ,  .ooooo ,d . ,  . , .o  .od . , ,o  o..o,o,m.,,*.  
staUation featnres, install- "heirloom idea." and it ditional American furniture 
ing new "alter-dinner' ap- occurs whe, the home decor- nevertheless fits in easily with 
pliances is no longer a mat- ator selects a special piece of' other styles. Items such as the 
ter of "how to," but only ~ ' - ' ~ ~ Y . . . ~ ]  furniture that is classic and American Drew dressing table 
"when-to." Heirloom Idea tasteful in design. It may be shown here are often used to 
the one item in the room add warmth to an otherwise 
Although today's decorat- worthy of being passed on to contemporary or modern 
ing styles call for individual other generations, room. An original antique 
::::.:.:.-...::.:...-..:::.:::::...::::.::::.:::.::::.::::::.-.:::.:•::::.::::--:::::::::::...;.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:.:•:•:::.:::.::::::::::::::::::•:;:::;:;:.:::::::::4::.::•/ dressing table might cost as 
much as $15,000, but today's 
: 635 .. 6361 - .: -~ Har ry  Smi th  • . . 0359826 
" 4611 LAKEL ISE :AVE,  "S lanParke i -  " %. . 6354031 - 
" • Helen GIIbi~:t's0r~,-' . 1 ' ?63:, 360~ 
.- TERRACE, i,C ' " ' :'-- ' ' '  " .~ " ~:Ob [~ ~ p m Oost ]  e ~ - 1l " " " 
If you are looking for a house close to schools and shopping this one is for you. Located 
on 4920 Davis Street, this house features 3 bedrooms, all newly carpeted, large dinln0 
and living rooms, fireplace, rec. teemwith  wet bar in basement and is heated by 
natural gas. The extra large lot is aflracflvely landscaped wlth curbs, shrubs, and 
trees and has a fenced.in backyard. All together a very nice house in a good area. 
Asking $58,000.00. Call Horst or Christel at Park Avenue Realty if you wish to view this 
Say you saw it 
in the Herald. 
q)OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 
0 ; DOUGLAS ," O Jl'nWtSs £ :  
- ,  ,, 
632-4721 e •
DAVE I|IIRY I 
: OFFICIAL BLOCKBROS, A.~21ATa:DEALERS : 
I "The Performers" : 
e WE HEED LISTleSS. • 
: Commission tem.porarUy : 
reduced to 3½ % t t 
.: You get the same 
professional service for less... :
: DOUGLAS OH/iHltL "PERFOR'S" : 
: WE OF.FER SERVIOES IN : 
: APPRAIS/ILS PROPERTIr ,/i,/iGEHEiIT I 
: L0T S/iLES- OEVELOPMEHT : 
: O/i'/i" Wl'E REFERR/IL SERVIOE : 
• 'ORTlilES, RENT/ILS . 
e~l/iN WE SELL TOURS?- JUST TRT US • 
0000000000000000000 
versions sell for about $320. 
With many Americans gain- 
ing a new appreciation for 
traditional values, a leading 
furniture company has begun 
to produce a number of 
pieces deeply reminiscent of 
classic American furniture. 
The company, American 
Drew, says its new "Heirloom 
Collection" now consisting of 
some 30 different items, is 
designed and constructed to 
be  a source o f  beauty and 
charm through many 
generations. 
I 
• 1972.12x68. Frontier mobile home on pad In central • 
trailer park. 8x10 Ioey shack attached, Trailer fully 
i furnished Is yours for SlO,O00. 
t 
@j 
! lomcowners concerned 
with rising crime rates will 
be glad to know that man) 
new secnrity devices on the 
market are easy to install 
and relatively inexpensive. 
Auloug the newer "elec. 
Ironic watchdogs" are unit: 
thut answer the plmne aftra 
three rings and record mes. 
sages. This kind of device 
will discourage Imrglaries 
ou yot,r evening,~ "()tit", 
;rod will Iwlp fool hurghtrs 
looking for unattended 
h(llnt,s dllring the vucati()ll 
months to eoule. 
i i  i - 
Celebrities 
Re-do Home, 
Laundry Area 
ergy use art:: two speed: 
wash and sl)itl' s(,h.ctions, " , . . .  
vuriuhle'wash times, ~(,uter 
te]nl)t,rllturt, st, lection,~ tt'ncl 
watei" fill levcls: "' 
"A popular Hollywood The matching capacity 
couple, Natalie Wood and gas dryer in the W:tguers' 
Robert Wagner, recently new humdry room feah.'es 
renovated their home in five ;,ntomatie cycles, ' in- 
Palm Springs, California. cluding Penn:ment Press/ 
In their new laundry room, i'oly K,it and Fxtra Cart, 
the stars inchtded a washer for the special require- 
with several energy-saving 
features and which also 
permits one-step loading 
of all the wash agents 
which are atttomatieally di- 
lnted and dispensed uring 
the selected cycle. The 
washer, General Electric'.,; 
"Dispensall" system wash- 
'er, has an 18-11). t, apacity 
phts the GE "Mini-Basket", 
which when used with the 
"Mini-Quick" cycle for 
small, lightly soiled loads 
can reduce power con- 
SUml)tion I)y 66 per cent 
and water consumption hy 
45 per cont. Other ft:atnres 
which can help re(hl¢'e an- 
merits of Iod;ty's syntheti(' 
fal)rics. The dryer's s. lk l  
~tat(' eh,ctronic cofiti'o] 
,nonitors clotht~s moistu]'c, 
and terniinat('s the cyeh' 
when tit(')' are dry, red.c- 
i,lt~ Ilw ent,rg~: waste of ov- 
(,rdrying. I .  addition,'ml 
eh'ctric i~nitiou systvm 
eli,ninates the need f l)r ' f i  
sta,l(ling I)ih)t light, pro- 
vi(lin~ sul)stiintia!, energy 
savings. 
e" 
imllliEEElllillilmlllllEEll|BBlElBliEllEElEEi 
m ' 
i imV lVe  i1,~11 I I l l l lB l l  [ ]  
• INDUSTRIAL, 2 acres on the West side of 3.01 acres with 2 bedroom home and small, • 
• ]Braun,  lust off Keith. Good location ,well  bui l ftral lerand someoutbulldlngs on • 
• ]suitable for any kind of development. Kslum Lake Road. Home Is freshly m 
• Make an offer, asking price Is only $40,000. redecorated. Subdivision potential with ~, 
mmMLS 2911. ' 716' highway frontage. Only $40,000. MLS i 
~INDUSTRIAL, 4 centrally located lots at 3014. 
• Apsley and Grelg. Excellent for any type 
• of business development. Owner will sell Tastefully finished spacious home with • 
• ] the  two corner lots for S25,000, the two 1800sq. ft. of livlng area, on two thlrd acre ~ 
• inside lots for $20,000, or all for only "with creek along back. Three large i 
• $45,000. MLS 2862. bedrooms, living room, dining room, U- • 
_•ACREAGE, 132 acres East of Terrace• shaped kitchen, large laundry room and • 
miTwo creeks, lots of appealing birch and twin sink large bathroom, all for $45,000. • 
• ja lder ,  ample level land, on both sldes of Listed exclusively. • 
• Hwy 16. Nice building site overlooking the • 
1Skeena river. Askinq $45,000. MLS 3002. • • .- ~ .  • 
• A,E ,  Le Page Limited Coast ~ Coast Real Estate Service • • 
• - ASKABOUT OUR OTHERL IST INGS;  " ..... :.S • 
LEEI•BEE|B•B|•EE•UBEEEE|E|EBE•|EBEEEEEEEEEEE~ 
Park Avenue Realty Ltd. J ~19 P/ill/iYEIIU,, TERR/Ie,, B.IL rUG 1V§ 635'4971 
ORE LISTINGS NEEDED. BELOW ARE A NUMBER OF OUR RECENT HOUSE SALES. LIST WITH US AND SEL 
~W<AHAM/~,V E.
HALLIwELL AVE. Webber Street 
AFTER OFFICE HOURS 
HORST GODLINSKI  - 635.5397 KELLY  SQUIRES . 635-7616 
FRANK SK I I )MORE - 635-5691 CHRIsTEL  GODLINSKI  . 635-5597 
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right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
• The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, anclto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 1Odays of expiry of an 
advertisement wi l l  be 
destroyed unless mail ing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbore are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in 
advertisements must be 
recolved by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first, 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Hereld in fhe event ef failure 
f "th~h an advertisement 
or In , , .  evont of an error 
appearing in the ad- 
vertisement as published 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the od- 
vortlsar for only one In- 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In- 
correct or omlffed Item only, 
and t,lat there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for '  
such adverllslng, 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits eny ed. 
vortlslng that discriminates 
against any person because 
o( his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
Ior place of origin, or because 
his age Is belweon 44 and 65 
years, unless the condltlen is 
iusflfled by a bona fide 
requlremont for the work 
Involved.. 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less S2.00 per 
insertion, over 20 words 5 
• cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive in. 
sortlons Sl.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not; 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ed has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made fo r  
only one incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 meiled. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $S.00 per 
insertion. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD-  
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
• publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH ORDER other than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
Service charge of $5.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
~ WEDDING DESCRIP- 
Published at Terrace 
B.C. S days a week 
Monday to Friday, mornings 
PUBLISHER 
Laurie Malleff 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
' Effective October 1, 
1977 
Sing le Copy 20c 
By Carrier ruth 3.00 
By Carrier year ~.00 
By Mail 3 mth 12.00 
By Mail 6 ruth 22.00 
By Mail year 40.00 
Senior Citizen year 
20.00 
British Commonwsalth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2M9 
Telephone: 
112-604-635-6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
The Catholic Womens 
.League (C.W.L.) will hold 
the Fall Bazaar on October 
28, the last Saturday In 
October, at Verltas Hall. 
Skeena Valley Rebekah. 
Lodge - Rummage Sale . 
August 26th, 10 am fo 2 pm 
Fal l  Bazaar November 4th 
Both in Elks Hall 
. .  . , .  . .  
Skeena Valley Fall Fair will 
be sponsoring a bus tr ip for 
those people wishing to at- 
tend the Smlfhers Bulkley 
.Valley Fall Fa i r .  
The bus will leave the front 
of the Terrace Hotel at 7:30 
a.m, on Aug. 261h & return 
from Smifhors fairgrounds 
at 6 p.m. Aug. 261h. 
Price. $12.00 return 
88.00 return • special rate for 
sonler citizens 
l~len.refundoble tickets. 
For more Information and.or 
tickets please phone 635-2494 
or 635-7019. 
No charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
$5.00 production charge for 
wedding and.or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write-ups) received one 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Sublect to 
condensation. Payable in 
advance. 
CLASSIF IED AN-  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
• Engagements 5.50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.$0 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop; 
ior the Handlt:apped are 
looking for donatlens of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded' 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating.. 
Call us at 635.2238 between. 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try' 
to make arrangements for. 
pickup. ~. 
! 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 in the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more information phone 
635.3747 or 635-3023. 
Skeena District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
oponlng of a Land Ranger 
Company In the Thornhlll 
area. Glrls between theages 
of 14 and 18 who are in. 
terested please call 635.3061 
or, 6~8.1269 (cff) 
Is your son interested in 
scouts, if so the 1st Terrace 
Scout Troop is taking pre 
registration for September. 
Max number will be 24. If 
Interested call Mrs. Wardrop 
at 635.3553. Fees will be 
S20.00 per boy. Anyone In. 
terested In helping with 
~outs please cal! . 
Do You Feel You Have 
A Drinking Problem? 
There Is help 
Avallablel 
Phone 635.5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
N~.=etlngs: 
Men.: 8:30 p.m. United 
,Church 
Thurs. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting. 
10:00 to noon. Lakelso Hotel. 
SKEENACENTRE 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the following services • 
• Activity Centre for hen. 
dlcrafts 
• Day Care for working 
people 
- Drop-in for companionship 
& coffee, 
Monday fhru Friday 8.4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeenavlew Ledge 
635.2265 
I~eprlnts of photos which 
appear in The Herald are 
now available through our 
office. 5x7 prints are $4 each 
et{d 8x10 prints are $6. 
Photos can be ready within 
48 hours from ~the time the 
order Is made. All reprints 
must be prepaid. For more 
information drop Into our 
offlceaf 3212 Kalum,or write LONG TERM CARE 
us at Box 399, Terrace, B.C. Office et No.205-4721 Lazelle 
VeG 4B4. Ave. Tel 635-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
A Heather-Tartan Society Is those eligible for Long Term 
being formed with the in- Care. 
terest of promoting Scottish AID TO HANDICAPPED 
cultural Interest and events. Office at No. 205-4721 
Interested persons should Lazelle. Tel 635.9196. 
contact Eleanor Halley at Assessment and guidance 
~35-g4568p s l~!#s possible, for vocational and social 
Re l le f "~ rehabil itation done by 
Abortion R_apec~uncollmg consultant. t 
& Crisis Line for J Join the 
• Women L BLOCK PARENT 
63841388 . program 
• iV-~oht W-'~d;;ke m~in~ cati 
beldevwt, Tuesdoyat7 pXn. 635-3164 
,' at the I(mx United Church: 
Hell, 4907. L41.1olle Avmui~ " 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215.2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6307 
The following are a few of 
the sorvices offered locally 
by your Health Unll Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON. 
FERENCES. 
• Held weakly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30:3:50p.m. Please phone 
for an appolntment 
. Held at Thornhill 
-Recreaflen Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30.3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap- 
palntment. 
-Babys l t te rs  who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for Im. 
munlzation. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wed. 
nesday, and Friday from 
3:00 . 4:10 p.m. by ap- 
pointment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at Intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE . 
Nursing care in the home for 
those who need It on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children. • Held 
on third Monday of every 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for 
appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Monday . af- 
ternoon at 1:00 - 2:00 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The public health Inspectors 
are now situated In Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
Speech and Hearing Clinic 
Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
Hearing tests will be done by 
by referral fr'om family 
doctor or community health 
'nurse. 638.11~ 
Pr~g-d'~n'f-~ n--d- ~ n'~'d--'o/" 
support? 
Call for help u um Right-to. 
Life promoters: 
Lisa at 635-3164 
Carol at 635.5136 
Janna et 635-4503 
l e Environment Canada 
PURSUANT TO THE 
FISHERIES ACT R.S.C. 
1970, AS AMENDED, AND 
PURSUANT TO THE 
POWERS VESTED IN THE 
UNDERSIGNED BY THE 
BRIT ISH COLUMBIA  
FISHERY (GENERAL) 
REGULATIONS MADE 
THEREUNDER, NOTICE 
IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
NOTICE 
Effective Tuesday the 151h. 
day of August 1978 A.D. and 
until Saturday the 30th. day 
of September 1978 A.D. No 
Person shall Fish for Catch 
(~r Kil l  Chinook Salmon 
(Oncorhynchus Tsawytscha) 
In the following described 
waters: 
(1) That portion of the 
Skuena River designated by 
Fishing Boundary Signs that 
are located approximately 
One (1) Kilometer upstream 
from the confluence of the 
KITSUMKALUM RIVER 
and SKEENA RIVER and 
Fishing Boundary Signs that 
are located at the confluence 
of the LAKELSE RIVER and 
SKEENA RIVER. 
NOTE: This action is taken 
in the Interest of con- 
servation of Chinook 
Salmon. 
BY ORDER OF: 
JOHN V. HIPP 
FISHERY OFFICER 
(c2.11) 
l e Environment Canada 
PURSUANT TO THE 
FISHERIES ACT R.S.C. 
1970, AS AMENDED, AND 
PURSUANT TO THE 
POWERS VESTED IN THE 
UNDERSIGNED BY THE 
BRIT ISH COLUMBIA  
FISHERY (GENERAL) 
REGULATIONS MADE. 
THEREUNDER, NOTICE 
iS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
NOTICE 
Effective Wednesday the 
16fh day of August 1978 A.D. 
and until further notice no 
person shall Fish for Catch 
or Kill Chinook Salmon 
(Oncorhynchus Tshawyt- 
scha) in the waters and 
during the time listed below. 
(1) TRESTON LAKE, 
REDSAND LAKE, KIT- 
SUMKALUM LAKE or the 
KITSUMKALUM RIVER 
and it's trlbufarles upstream 
from the CANADIAN 
NATIONAL RAILWAY 
BRIDGE on the KIT. 
SUMKALUM RIVER at 
Terrace, British Columbia 
from August 16th. 1978 until 
October 318t. 1978. 
NOTE: This action is taken 
in the Interest of con- 
servation of Chinook. 
Salmon. 
BY ORDER OF: 
JOHN V. HIPP 
FISHERY OFFICER 
(c2.11) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wes Andrews) 
• Backhoe Work • 
Hourly & Contract 
I 635.3479anytlme , RUPERT STEEL & SALVAGE LTD. We buy copper, brass all metals and batteries. 
Location- Seal Cove i 
Open fill 5 p.m. Man. to Sat. I Phone 624.5639 
THE HOBBY HUT. 
Cesemlc , supplies ana 
Greenware, air brushing 
available • custom firing. 
3936 McNeil St. 
635.9393 
"ABL~E "ELEC:'TROC LTD. 
EI Idrlcal and Refrigeration 
contract. 
House wiring. 
- DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. 
Reasonable rotes. 
1931 Queensway Dr. 
CONCRETE SEPTIC I TANKS PRE.KAST 
For Immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Specialists 
"insist on the Best'" 
PHONE 635.3939 
SCHMITTYS EXCAVATING 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 
NO JOB TO BIG 
OR SMALL 
ADDITIONS, SIDING 
RENOVATIONS 
CEMENTWORK, 
PAINTING 
Phone after 6: 
635.4094 
. d - -  
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd lobs for the iobless. 
Phone 635-4535. 3238 Kalum 
Full or part-time. Hereis an 
opportunity to earn extra 
money', $6 - 58 per hour. 
Training Is available. For 
Interviews Call Mornle 635- 
.4501 anytime (Fuller Brush) 
VOLUNTEERS 
The John Howerd Society of 
B.C. invites applications 
from mature, well-  
established m-f persons 
Interested In representing 
the Society In the Terrace 
area. " 
Duties would consist of at. 
tending certain community 
meetings and also of acting 
as a contact for released 
inmates seeking to re- 
establish themselves In the 
community. 
This is a VOLUNTEER, all 
expense paid position. 
Please reply with details of 
Interests and background fo 
D. Cults, 2739 Quince St., 
Prince George, B.C. In- 
terviews will be held locally 
In Sept. 
rooking for an elderly 
caretaker to take care of 2 
dup!exes. Must have ex- 
perience with pumps and 
septic tanks. Rent Free. 
Phone 635.6502. Ask for 
Dennis Nadeau. (c5.12) 
Drycleaning firm requires 
bookeeper. Must be able to 
do full set of books, Including 
monthly P&L. Write Box 
1181•.Terrace Herald (cs.n) 
GO~/ERNMENTOF B.C. 
CLERK TYPIST 2 
FOR: Ministry of the At- 
torney General - Sheriff's 
Office, Terrace 
REQUIRES: 2 years 
clerical experience and a 
typing speed of 50 w.p.m. 
Canadian citizens are 
given preference. 
SALARY: $985.$1077 plus 
Isolation allowance of 
$52.80 
Obtain applications' from 
and return to: 
SHERIFF'S OFFICE 
COURT HOUSE 
4506 Lakelse 
Terrace, B.C. 
i ~'59"h°ur Drill • Op~aters 
Nde to set up md operate. 
Location: - Surrey, B.C 
10 minutes firom U.S. border 
15 minutes from New Westminster 
30 minutes from Vancouver 
An¢le housing for rmt or ix¢o~se. 
At Gearmatlc we produce fine 
qualify Industrial wlndles 
(methmlcal nd hydrauflc) 
in a good ~orldng anv i l•  
Take this opportunity ov~rk 
with 8n arnbttl0us team and 
mioY the advaltages ofrural 
II~ng• 
Call usnow ..or o~da~ your 
; bc~ canada N~npower O~der 
!~r rmce In~n~n 
Suma~ 
Suwey, B.C. V31" 4)(4 
Groundskeeper I. $8.24 per 
hour. Thls position Is 
available in Prince Rupert. 
Under the direction of the 
maintenance supervisor, the 
employee will be required to 
undertake a great variety of 
tasks and encompassing 
most elements of landscape, 
ma Intenance, ground- 
skeeplng and gardening such 
as planting, cultivating, 
mowing, edging, weeding, 
spraying, and fert i l iz ing; 
also pruning shrubs, trees, 
and ground covers as well as 
keeping walks driveways 
and entrances clean. Must be 
able to operate and do miner 
maintenance on power 
equipment such as mowers, 
edgers, tr immers, and 
sweepers; must have 
current postlcide certificate. 
Must have valid B.C. drivers 
license and when required 
drive the employers vehicle. 
Must be prepared for outside 
work in wet climate. Send 
details of experience and 
qualifications to Regional 
Manager, Northern B.C., 
B.C. Housing Management 
Commission, P.O. Box 310, 
Experienced saw f i ler 
required with experience of 
all phases of filing, benching 
and flffleg. For a small mill 
In the Vancouver area. 324. 
2411 or apply in person at 
12180 Mltchell Road, Rich- 
mond, B.C. 
Transco Mills Ltd. 
12160 Mitchell Road, 
Richmond, B.C. 
V6V 1M8 
(c3-10) 
1 
LEGAL STENOGRAPHER 
Required by young, progressive legal firm. Legal 
experience helpful but not essential. Dicatphone ex. 
parlance and good basic knowledge of general office 
procedures. Salary commensurate with experience. 
Phone 638.1137 to arrange appointment for interview. 
/ /  
INDEPENDENT SERVICE STATION 
OR 
GAS BAR OWNERS 
SELL UNDER THE MOHAWK SIGN AND KEEP 
YOUR INDEPENDENCE. 
If you are In or thinking of getting Into the gasoline 
business be one of the growing numbers of successful 
Mohawk Dealers In Canada• 
For details write ~o: • 
Box 1870, Prince George, B.C. or Phone: 962.8414 
MOHAWK OFFERS YOU: 
1. Independence in your operation 
2. Many money saving programs 
3. Full line of related products 
4. 100 percent Canadian Owned Company 
(cft.T) 
Houseparents 
for Group Home 
On September 1, 1978, 
houseparents wi l l  be 
required to operate a 
TEENAGE group home In 
Terrace, B.C., for six 
children. Houseparents must 
be emotionally mature, and 
will requlre the following 
qualifications: 
An ability to understand, 
accept and work with 
children who may have some 
degree of a social or 
emotional disturbance: 
An ability to provide ef- 
fective parenting and to 
maintain good standards or 
physical as well as emotional 
care for children: 
An ability to manage well 
in all areas of Iivltng, In- 
c lud ing  househo ld  
operations, budgeting and 
planning constuctlve and 
creative activities for the 
children in the home. 
Co-operation with the 
Ministry of Human 
Resources and other com- 
munity resources Is essontlal 
In meeting each child's need. 
Group home services are 
contracted for by the 
Ministry of Human 
Resources. Contract Is 
negotiable. Please submit a 
complete resume In care of 
Mr. D. Anonby, District 
Supervisor, Ministry of 
Human Resources, 4506 
Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C., VaG 1P4. Terms of 
references for contractural 
arrangements may be 
clarified at your local office 
of the Ministry of Human 
Resources. Closing date Is 
August 19, 1978. 
Wanted chambermaid plus 
other duties. Steady part- 
time, leading to full.time. 
Starting $4.00 per hr. Only 
mature,  conclencous, 
rel iable person with ex- 
perience & ref. need apply. 
Write Box 1182, Terrace 
Herald 
Prince Rupert, B.C. by 
August 23, 1978~ AppllcMIon " Parttime, could become full 
f0kms available:at his "ad, :-.time cbunt~'P epi;esehtative. 
dress or No.15.342 Third ~'~ Must be neat and -pleasant. 
Avenue West, Prince Call 635.7722. (c3.12) 
Rupert,  B.C. For in- 
formation, please call 627- 
7501. (col0) 
Full.time resident caretaker 
required .for fami ly 
development in Prince 
Rupert. Previous experience 
an asset. Responsible for 
cleaning, and upkeep of 
project. Should be ex. 
perlenced In minor main. 
tenance and lanltorlal 
duties. Job Involves personal 
contact with tenants ano 
applicants. Should have 
ability to deal tactfully and 
effectively with others. 
Salary $289.29 per week. 
(Approximately $15,000 per 
annum.) Northern living 
allowance additional. Rent 
allowance. Send details of 
exper ience  and  
qualifications to Regional 
Manager, Northern B,C,, 
B.C. Housing Management 
Commission, PO Box 310 
Prince Rupert, B.C. b 
August 23, 1978. Appllcatlor ~ '  
forms available at this ad 
dress or No.15-342 Third Ave 
West, Prince Rupert, B.C 
For Information please call 
627.7501. 
Babysitter required im- 
mediately for one - nine 
month old baby. My home 
Preferred. Phone 635.9743 
after 6 p.m. (c3.12) 
i.33,r*, F:OR~ :S l [  E..~/,. : !. 
For Sale, European antique 
oak dining room suite, table, 
5 chairs, china cabinet and 
buffet. Phone 635.7448. (p5- 
14) 
Second hand frlg and stove In 
very good condition, $175 
each. If interested please 
call 635-6748. The Is 1925 
Bobsaln Rd., Terrace. (p4. 
13) 
Canopy for Sale, 635.9509. 
(p5-14) 
For Sale, five silver dollars, 
years 35, 45, 46, 47, 49. In 
extra fine condition. 635.6736. 
(c2.11 )
Trailer hitch for Bronco. 
Also new control unit for 
trailer brakes. Phone 635. 
5416. (c5.14) 
Excellent hay for sale from 
storage. Price reasonable. 
Phone 845.7707 Houston. 
(c10-19) 
For Sale: Paper (roll ends) 
and waste.paper suitable for 
crafts. Pick up by the lot at 
the Herald office. 
Wanted - 175 motor for 
Kawasakl motor bike. Phone 
635.3268 after 6 pm or Gord at 
635.4941 during the day. (sff) 
4 AT Trackers on lSxtO CDN 
rims, GM.Chov, Phone 635. 
5092 (ctf) 
For Sale 36"x24' culvert for a 
well. P.O. Box 714. (ci0-13) 
Wanted, used small fridge 
suitable for cottage. 635.6357. 
(stf) 
For sale, Worldbook, 
Chlldcraft, tape recorder 
• and bathroom tight fixture 
(new). Phone 635-3885. (p3- 
11) 
(~eset of Ludwig drums for 
sale. Call 635-4761 after 5. 
(c5-11) . . . . . .  ~.~.~,. 
Birch fire wood for sale. 638. 
1976 or 635-4592. (p5-10) 
Harley Davldson, Rigid 
frame, V twin, 4,5 cu. In. 
iskln¢~ $1400. Phone 638.1493. 
EXCELLENT BUY 
The price on thls home has been reduced as owners are 
anxious to sell. If you would llke to own a large, well 
kept four bedroom home (3 up and I down), with en- 
suite plumbing, two dlnlng rooms, large family room 
with built In bar, 'extra large sundock wlfh cement 
patio beneath, dlshwasher, custom made drapes, two 
fireplaces, wall to wall carpet throughout, roughed In 
bath and laundry area wlth washer and dryer, large lot 
nlcely landscaped, greenhouse, and close to both hlgh 
schools, please phone 635.3316 between the hours of 
5:30 and 7:00 p.m. for an appointment to vlew. 
British Columbia Buildings Corporation 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Project 0527 Terrace Coudhouse, Terrace Brlllsh 
Columbia SITE PREPARATION 
SEALED TENDERS are invited for'the above described 
project comprising the site preparation of the building site 
for the new Terrace Courthouse. to be situated in the City 
of Terrace. B.C.. bounded by Kalum Street on the East and 
Olsen Street on the South. This job will include the site 
clearing, topsoil removal, demolition of two on site 
dwellings complete with outbuildings and the supply and 
placing of preload fill all as described in the tender 
documents. 
TENDERS will be received by the Architect for this 
Project Soutar Candle Associates at 4663 Pad( Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. and the tender opening will be at the 
Architect's office at 2:00 p.m. on August 24Ih, 1978. 
Properly completed and signed tenders on the Official 
TerSer Form. with the required Bid Bond or Certified 
Cheque enclosed in the Official Tender Envelope must be 
forwarded to or handed in at the office of the Architect. The 
lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
Tender documents may be obtained after August 10th, 
1978 from the office of the Architect, upon receipt of a 
refundable deposit of $50.00 payable to British Columbia 
Buildings Corporation. Except in the case of the success- 
ful Contractor, deposits will be refunded upon satisfactory 
return of tender documents within one month of tender 
closing date, 
Tender documents may be viewed at the office of the 
Terrace-Kitimat Const£uction Association. 4931 Kellh 
Avenue, Terrace. B.C. | 
J General Enquiries may be directed to the Architect or to Project Administration British Columbia Buildings Corporation in Victoria at 387-1309. 
> 
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For Rent, fully serviced & 
fenced lot for mobile home 
with 12x40 garage. $90.00 per 
Wanted to Rent. Responsible month. 635-6924. (p5.14) 
couple urgently requires 2 
bedroom accomodatlon. 
References available. Phone 
Angela at 635.6585. g:30 - 
4:30' 635"6447 after 6 P'm" ~~!! ! !~4P,~~/~ 0 
• 1 
automatic with radial tires 
For Sale 20 f:t. wooden river 
boat with 55 hp Chrysler 
motor with jet unit also 
spare leg with prop (new), 
three gas tanks, new anchor, 
new life jackets, new marine 
battery and complete new 
rack and plnlon steering. 
$2,000.00 firm. Phone 635- 
5937' nights, 6301613 Days. 
(ctf) 
USK. 1.85 acres with one 
bedroom house. Rustic 
setting. Half in lawn. Please 
phone before 7 p.m. - 635- 
5563. (p3-11) 
Home For Sale: 
One year old three 
bedroom home. Walnut 
cabinets, w to w carpets, 
with partial ly finished 
basement. Fully land- 
scaped on paved st. Phone 
after 6 pm 635-7367. 
House for Sale. A three 
hedrrom house for sale, 
close to Hospital and school, 
wall to wall carpet,one and a 
half washrooms, all fenced, 
beautiful porch and nlce 
shack on the back. Asking 
$32,000. For more In- 
formation 635.2910. (p5.14) 
FOR SALE BY OWNER 
! Bdrm, full Bsmt, Rec. 
Rm, 2 full Baths, , 2 
Fireplaces, w w carpet, 
;undeck, many extras. 
Located on bench on 
Banner St. To view call 635. 
~905 
I II I 
Moving to Terrace, require 
3-4 bedroom home, will 
maintain, willing to rent or 
lease, references, ecurity 
deposlt, mature family of 
three. Refer inquiries to The 
Herald Box 1178, Terrace, 
B.C. (eft) 
Boarding homes for high 
school students to attend 
school In Terrace from 
September 78 tO June 30, 1979 
room and board rate $175 per 
month. For further in- 
formation DIAL 635.7127 local 
19 (c20.20) 
Female, 24, needs a 1 or 2 
bedroom house for 1st 
September. Rural location 
acceptable. Phone Sue 635- 
2283 evenings 635.4782. (p5- 
10) 
52,' WANTED . 
, ,  TO*RENT 
Wanted to rent, 2 bedroom 
house. Close to school & 
town. Wanted no later than 
Oct. 1. Phone 635-3682 or 638- 
1587. (ctf) 
electric Ignitlon. Phone 63~. 
9580 after 4. (p10.17) 
1974 Ford Bronco ranger, V- 
8, 4 wheel drive. Good 
condition. Phone 635.6844 
after 5. (c10.14) 
1974 Datsun 710 4 spd. 40,000 
miles. 5 summer & 5 winter 
radials. Radio, tapedeck. 
Good condition. Best offer. 
635-2004. (p5.13) 
Leaving town and must sell 
1973 Mazda pickup. Low 
mileage. Very clean con- 
dition. Call 635.6391 after 6, 
798-2567, ask for Bob. 
'66 Plymouth sa'flellte. PS, 
PB, bucket seats, 3 spd, New 
Trans, 318 motor, air shocks 
& new fires. $300.00 Phone 
638-1385. (p5-13) . 
For sale, 1974 Ford Capri, 
Standard, 4 cylinder, good 
condition, must sell as owner 
is leaving town. Phone 635- 
5491. (p3-11) 
For Sale 1978 Dodge Van less 
than 4,000 km, super price. 
Phone 635.67gl. (p10.18) 
For Sale 1977 Ford F250. 
Supercab camper special. 
' 11,000 miles. 635.4035. (?5.13) 
For Sale heavy duty 1973 a~ 
ton Chev pick-up, PS, PB, 
Michelin tires. 23700 miles. 
With canopy. Will consider 
small car In trade. 635.2164. 
(c5.11) 
1974 o/~ ton GMC truck, dual 
batteries and gas tanks. 
Phone 632-6424 after 5 pm. 
(i)5.10) 
1974 Ford F250 pickup 4 
speed transmission, 360 V.8 
~.nglne, power steering. 
Complete with 1978 
Vanguard Camperette. Ideal 
for back roads, hunting and 
fishing. 
Total price for both units 
$3495. See it at Camper Land, 
5412 Highway 16 W~t~jlone 
43.~;61~,+De¢ler Lictm~,~o. 
DO0611A. (C5-I0) . . . .  
Small station wagon (!974 
Fiat). Good condition. Front 
wheel drive, radial tires, am 
radio. Asking $1800 or best 
offer. Call 635.9444 or 638. 
1418. (p5-10) 
1975 GMC Jimmy 4x4 350 4 
barrel - 2 complete sets of 
tires. Low mileage, g track & 
cassette. Factory options. 
No reasonable offer refused. 
Phone after 6, 635-2615. (p6- 
13) 
1976 Cevelle Mallbu. 4 door 
PS, PB, 2%000 miles, good 
condition. Ideal family car. 
Phone 635.4789 or 635.6905 
after 6 pm. (p3.11) ' 
1968 Rambler Rebel. Station 
wagon. Phone 635-48~. (c5- 
13) 
1969 Ford Ranchero. 351 w, 
Auto, PS, PB. Also '72 Capri, 
2000 cc, Auto. To view call 
635-2823. (p3.10) 
1969 Beaumont 350 CID, 
automatic, PS, PB. Phone 
632-7866. (p1.10) 
1977 GMC Sprint, In excellent 
condition, equipped with TA 
radials and other extras. 
Phone 635-2396. (I)3-12) 
1970 Chev ~A ton. 3 tanks, PS, 
PB. Good condition $1,700. 
Phone 635.5416. (c5.14) 
Cholce'Propert~, For Salej 
Just under 1 acre corner| 
property with paved street| 
In front. I 
Four rental units with new I
plumbing & hot water 
~anks. 
Two bedroom house, with 
Nork shop cement floor: 
Very good well two big 
]ardens & lawn with trees 
& shrubs. 
Room for expansion on 
corner very reasonable for 
cash some terms possible. 
Some lumber  & many 
extras mostly all fur- 
nlshed. 
Apply: R.A. Clark • 635- 
3198 after 6 p.m. (p10.37) 
55. PROPERTY. 
FOR SALE 
1974 Ambassador trailer 3 
bedroom, 1V2 baths, ioey 
shack, sundeck, set-up, and 
~klrted at Timberland 
Trailer Court nc. 22. Phone 
635-5971. (p10.18) 
10x50' • 2 bedroom trailer for 
sale. Set-up In trailer court. 
1.Sacres. All year spring fed 
creek. Very secluded and 
nicely treed. One mile from 
town. Asking $11,900. Write 
Box 714 Terrace. (p20.17) 
"An acquaintance is a person 
to lend to." 
Large Ioey shack, For quick 
sale $2,500 or highest offer. 
Phone 635-5582. (c5-13) 
For sale 1971 Glendale 
Trailer. Fully furnished, in 
excellent shape, on V= acre 
treed & landscaped lot, with 
work shop, loey shack & 
wood shed. Must be seen to 
be appreciated. Priced to 
sell. Phone 638-8224. (p5.13) 
For Sale: three 12'x52', 2 
bPdroom semi-furnished 
%~feway Trailers. Units 
complete wilh blocking, fuel 
tanks, axles and wheels. 
Asking $6,000. Call J. Hut. 
chings Box 727, Stewart, BC. 
Phone 636.2660. (p20.1s) 
• I I ~ For Sale, 25' Citation motor 
home. Made by Bendix.. MOBILE HOMES I Fully equl'pped. In excellent INew mobile homes fmml condition. Very low mileage, 
Ias 10w as $100.00 down. i Phone 632.5546. [C10-11) 
iO.A.C. I 
Set up and delivered, J 
Irades welcome<eft , all ~!+:~!?!~17!3n I~ 
Phone collect +m-re'05 ! " " - 
II Free Estimate. (stf) 
Rent or Purchase. 1972 12x68 
Paramont house trailer with ~ ! 
fireplace near stores and 
schools, on private lot. Rent 
$255. per month with option - . ,  
to buy or purchase $9,500 For Sale=~ Registered Arab 
open to offers. Will carry mare. 5 years old. Excellent 
second morgage If nec. 
Phone 112.762-4612. Write 
Joe Rorke, Gen Del, Win-  
field, B.C. (ctf) 
Mobile Home 
Immediate Delivery 
To Your Location 
are now available on our 
lovely 14 wide and 
doublewlde mobile homes. 
You choose your decor, and 
we custom build to suit. 
Government grant of $~500 
applicable. Expense paid 
fare Vancouver - Return. 
For free credit check and 
approval please phone 
collect. 
Parker Homes of Canada 
.td, 
)35-5447 
[c18-23) 
For Sale: Four 1971 12'x52', 
two bedroom semi-furnished 
Safeway trailers. Complete 
with axles, wheels, fuel 
tanks and blocking. Asking 
$6,000 each. Call 636.2660 J. 
Hutchings, Box 727, Stewart, 
B.C. (olm.10) 
CONSUMEReport 
Knowing  How To  Compla in '  ACROSS t l lostrecent  I F0rmof  10Arrow 
• Failing to coml~lain about complaint department, be 1 Ch~"ch bench 45 Dark- tral~h00ting poison 
faulty goods or services can sure you know who speaks 4Carb0Ue, tal. skinned 500pp0dte llP0mefrait 
cost you hundreds of dollars 
each year, but complaining 
improperly can be a time- 
consuming hassle. These 
tips, offered by the Outdoor 
Power 'Equipment Institute, 
can help you obtain desired 
results: 
1. Return a faulty pro. 
duct to the dealer who sold 
it to you. Explain the dif- 
ficulty you experienced and 
request that the dealer ar- 
range for repair. Be polite 
but firm. 
2. If you fail to get satis- 
faction, write a letter to the 
with you. Later on, it may 9 ~ slowly man 
be necessary to pursue the 12 Wing ' 47 Order of 
matter further. 1,1 ggeharts~e anhlla]s 
H F-;-] _lil--'l ~ i  plate ~ Malay  gZlll .C-- _LIII - C +esl -gibbon 
l'~Z..d'lll I~ ~I  s .m-  ~gwi~0ut 
~,~II I~.'~,--~'~I IS Without doubt  (L.) 
It' /~tL'~--~IL-'~I ' "..~)I 17mdueatlonorg. reading 
I ~ J ,~_=~~ 1 is - Tse-tung SS Famed 
I~ I _~/ I  - ~ ~ 19 Overlay Ronlan 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  • material fountain 
MOST COMPLAINTS stop =iBndprnduct 50Append 
at your  loca l  dealer's. ~AGreerdand's ~7Underworld 
. of taboo IS Large b i rd 
DO~q 20 French 
1 Dance step resort 
Z Inventor 21 Cincinnati 
Whitney tom 
3 Pallid 22 Heroic in 
4 Dismay scale 
5 Neck artery ~J Ports 
Japanese without 
statesman active w0~k 
7 Dig into 27 Common 
8 Scoffs value 
9 Equation 29 Spanish 
graph aunts 
For Sale: 1976 McGinnis 
12x60 Trailer with 8x16 Joey 
shack & 8'x24' Veranda. 3 
bdrms & will sell furnished 
or unfurnished. Phone 635- 
9750 or view at no. 18 5016 
=ark Ave. 
56' Safeway doublewide 
1440 sq ft. Includes all 
major appliances, large 
garden shed and. fencing. 3 
bedrooms, 2 full baths, and 
fireplace. Set up and fully 
skirted in Cedarvlew at no. 
31.4619 Oueensway Drive 
(T imber land Tra i ler  
Park). $26,000 Phone 635- 
,,4.2,. (ctfl 
BRIT ISH COLUMBIA  
HYDRO AND POWER 
AUTHORITY 
Invites tenders for Sandsplt 
Airport 
Distribution Rebuild. 
Reference No. Qg.4729 
Closing Date: 30 August 1978 
Sealed tenders clearly 
marked as above-referenced 
will be received in Room 
1026, B.C. Hydro and Power 
Authority Building, 970 
Burrard Street, Vancouver, 
B.C. V6Z 1Y3 until 11:00 AM 
local time, 30 August 1978. 
Details may be obtained 
from the office of the Pur- 
chasing Agent, 10th Floor, 
970 Burrard Street, Van. 
couver, B.C. V6Z 1Y3, 
telephone 663-2577 and 663. 
2560. (c1-10) 
cautions could prevent or 
minimize the effects of a 
' burglary while you are 
away. 
According to the Insur- 
ance Information Institute, 
a burglary occurs every 30 
seconds-and homes are the 
burglar's favorite target. 
Although no hdme can be 
absolutely burglar-proofed, 
you can make forced entry 
sufficiently difficult that 
the thief may choose to 
bypass your home. 
One of the first considera- 
tions should be your door 
locks. Saving a few dollars 
when shopping for locks can 
be expensive if a bargain 
lock allows the burglar easy 
entry. Before buying a lock, 
consult a reliable locksmith 
or a good "full service" 
hardware retailer. Describe 
the construction and loca- 
tion of the doors and 
windows to be protected, so 
that you purchase the locks 
which best suit your needs. 
And, don't forget to lock 
doors and windows before 
leaving-no mat ter  how 
short your trip. 
A security' checklist pre- 
pared well before your de- 
parture could stop you from 
turning back when you are 
well on your way to your 
• destination to lock the 
garage, or turn off the main 
water valve. 
There' are also some 
Wanted to Buy, 5 acres near get them on, the more chance 
Terrace. 630-1032. (NC 1.10) you have of letting others on 
- -  the road know what you're 
66; RECREATIONAL going to do. DO use your headlight at all 
VEHICLES, times. Even in daylight, it ean, 
help you be seen. 
17' Travelalr, Electric DON'T position your 
brakes, stove, furnace, & motorcycle in the blind spot 
icebox. Can sleep 6. 635-5416. of the driver ahead. This is 
(c5•14) usually on the left and fairly 
For sale, '72, 11' Security 
camper fully equipped. 
Phone anytime 635.9734. 
Asking $3,008. (c5.14) 
For Sale. 1976 Starcraff tent 
trailer with stove, fridge, 
furnace and canopy. Like 
new condit=on. Phone 635. 
3241. 
Kit Camper for sale. 1OV= ft. 
long. like new only 3 yrs old, 
with toilet & shower. 
Completely self contained. 
Phone 635.4625. (p5.13) 
For Sale as unit, 1974 Ford ~/., 
to~l camper Special, 1976 
SKylark 9'. camper. 
635 3541. (p5.11) 
1970 Streamline Taller 
(aluminum) 25', sleeps 4, 
completely self contained, 
air conditioning. Excellent 
condition. Phone 635.67/2, 
leave message for Wayne• 
(I)6-13) 
Camper 1915 Edson 8' 
Camper, C W 15,000 BTU 
furnace. Phone6381121 (stf) 
pleasure horse. Good manufacturer's customer 4. Still dissatisfied? Write. colonizer god (Math.) 30 A condiment 
disposition. Phone 635-6632. complaint department. Pro- the Consumer Complaint 25 Slender Average solution time: 26 rain. 32 Presently 
(c6-11) vide a detailed description Department of the Attorney finisd 
- -  (model number, serial num, General's Office in your IAISIPiF:IR] i [NiPlAit-iS] 34 To eredit 
R 3/, Arablan mare, 4 rs bet, and so forth) of the state capital (or city), or 26Labitlm I~O~AULU_~M[ I [E  j 37 5pews forth eg. y . 
old. Excellent disposition, product, and enclose a contact your cnty or State 28Ta i l s0 f  ' ~ ~ ~ - ~ . ~  39Brigand 
a00d show and breedino photocopy of the cheek you Department of Consumer rabbits 42 Young heifer 
prospect ~ wrote to pay for it. Explain Affairs. 44 Norse sky 
ReD I/2/V~organ geldina, 11/2 exactly what happened be- After all, you deserve 31Miss Merrill 
vrs "old Offer will be+con tween you and the dealer what you pay for-andgood 33Flatfish god 
~n~,,,d "~,,no A~5 7 san t,,~" ' 3. When a company sug- companies value your repeat 35 ,Assam 45 Lost blood 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " ~"  "~" " business 46 Hindu queen 14) gests you call nts consumer . silkworm 
36 Play divisi0n 50 Born 
- -  " Away 38 Jewish title 51 Proscribe It's Summer...Protect Your Home Whale of respect- IS~IIPlE,AIGIEILLI SZArtlfieial 
40 Kind of lace ITIUiN]EiAINITE~I I]EJ language 
Summertime traditionally ~ - q , | l . V ~ ~ ? , v , ~ = = ~ L , k : ~  41Gear 7-5 S3Harem 
- - , , 0 , o + , = ,  - -  home~ Whether you choose teeth 
your 'home; Royal-Globe ~ , - ~  " ~'~ "<d~ l '~ 'LL~_~" '..,~ ~ 12 I~ 
Insurance Companies re- , .- I I" 
mind you that certain pre- IS p6 ~1";  
" " " I  N . NN 
,o + +,+or+. o,,.+ *,e .oo.o. ,, I" @J"  I 
of mail, newspapers, milk Royal-Globe suggests you 
and other items or ask a list the serial~ numbers, 36 3"; ~//'/J~JSB 59 ~.~40 
neighbor to pick these up makes and models of small W////~ 
daily, appliances, radios and tele-,  ~ ~ ,l ,2N,, 1441 
Leave window shades in vision sets. Mark sports 
" + + -  ++ 
blinds open to prevent ties without serial numbers ~ I 
advertising that the house is with your social security 
empty. Clock-timers at-number.  Savings bonds, ~8 149 ISOI 52 5$ 
tached to lamps which turn stocks and other valuable 
sets on and off at specified and the list kept in a safe 
times can give your house, place. A good strategy is to " ;  i i  N59 
hold an occupied look. keep a list of these valuables 
Added protection can be in a safe-deposit box and 
• achieved if a neighbor or give a copy to your insur- CRYPT(~UIP 7-~ 
friend rearranges the timer anceagent or broker. These A HTUNUJUKVC AEGGV SHE SKTT  
sequence to create ad i f -  may help in identifying 
ferent pattern for part of your property and aid G T G J N U H V C 
your absence, police in catching the.bur- 
Move valuables away from glar. The lists will also help Yesterday'sCwptequlp: IMAGINATIVE MAGICIAN LOVES" 
windows where they can be you when filing insurance NOVEL ACTS, 
easily seen. Also, minimize claims. Today'sCryptoqulpclue:KequalsA 
valuables, kept on the Royal-Globe reminds you 
premises. Money and jewel- that ,you con~ reduce, your ~he Cwpt0qulp is~ simple substitution cipher in which each~ 
ry are better pro~cted ina chances.of being I~urglarlzed' i letter used stands for another. It you think that X equals O0 it 
ssfe-deposit box. ' if you t~ke these and otber" " W~] ~it~I~O thro~be~l[ ~ pu~Je" Slf~e letters, short worth,: 
Even if  you'renot plan- security measures and co. and words ~lna an apostropho can atve you elues to loeatin8 
ning to be away, there are operate with your elm- vowels. Solution is aecomplbhed by triM.and error. 
precautions you can take to munity's law enforcement 
protect your home. Such as: agencies. 
• Store ladders in the If, in spite of all yrmr no'- ,,8" New 
basement or in a locked precautions, your h~use 
garage' or otherwise Ioek appears to have been en- 
measures you can take to them securely in plqce, tared whileyou were away, A l u m i n u m  
avoid the appearance of a Suggest to your neighbors use a neighbor's phone to 
vacant home while you are that they do the same. call the police. Do not 
away. * Always carefully check touch anything or attempt a
Have lawns mowed during references of all people you personal investigation. Sheets 
your absence. An unkept employ in your home. That's a job for the police. 
yard is a dead giveaway that • Never leave house keys Don't make the burglar's 
no one is home. under the doormat, or hid- job any easier. 
21P' x 36" 
SAFETY DO'S  
A N D D 0 N'T S r 12SuitableSheets onlY-for 3,'/5 
It should be easy re roofzng 
Amdrica's five million motor- 
THE DALLY HERALD important to be seen. Casting 
an eye over these do's and 
don'ts from the expertsat he Applications are being taken for various $212 Kalum St. Terrace 
Motorcycle Safety Founda- 
tion may help. 
DO make youmlr more full time and pad-time positions . . . . . . . . . . .  = 
clothing.visible w th brightly colored ~ t o  O~L~ 
DON'T delay too long he- |[ar~nl~ in S~tember, 
fore you use your turn and custn ers, it's the brake signals..The sooner you 
Please a. ,y  in Ilerson to, best deal i n  t ram.  
Woolworth 
4641 takelse Ave. 
close in. 
DO try to make eye contact 
with automobiledrivers to . Test Hondatoday at help you make sure they . . _ . . . , .~  
know ~,ot~.are there. ~ TE R RACE HONDA SAt E S 
. . . . . . .  ~J  4912 Hwy. 16 
Oanarim Investment Terrace, B.C. VeGiL. 638.8111. HONDA Dealer Licenc e Nomber.O2O~6.A_ ....... 
. .0,L., n 
we know well enough to borrow from but not well enough 
Ambroise Bierce 
REGISTEIEB IEPRESENTATIVE, Jack Ms Sieb (B. Eda- 
R'sR. d be in TERRACE, August 17,1978 to discuss 
INVESIMERT OI RllJNITIES (stocks and bonds) 
Mr. Sieb will be available at the TERRAOE HOTEL 
from "8 )0 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Room 201 635-2231 
FOR PRIOR APPOINTMENTS call odbot or write 
562-725S 
Oanadm Investment Oorp. Lids 
466 Quebec St, 
Prince George, B.C. V2L 4S$ 
His Massage Rubbed 
Wife the Wrong Way 
By Abigail Van Buren 
~) 197S'by GllleOgo Trainee.N.Y. New,, Eyed. leg 
THE HERALD, Tuesday, August 15, 1978, PAGE I$ 
ilni "RL • : . . . . . .  ~//////////////////.~x////,~/~y/////~////~////,.,~ ' . . . . . . .  - . . .  | 
Your individual 14"/i7 Lak,ls, LAKELSE PHARMACY .S.n. 
! FL r REPELLANT, BEACH TO YS, SUN~LASSES~ 
a and prompt ,pres.fription servi_~ ........... H
• the AMAZING SPIDER-MAN. 
FnncesDmke 
FOR TUESDAY, 
AUGUST H, 19'/8 
What kind of day will 
tomorrow be? To find out what 
the-stars say, read the 
forecast given for your birth 
Sign. " 
By Stan Lee and John Remits 
ARIES 
CMar. 9-1 to Apr. ~0) '1"~ 
DEAR ABBY: I'm another one of your readers who Some changes or ad- 
never thought she'd be writing to Dear Abby, but here I. Justmants may be neceuar~: 
am. ff so, handle in your u~um 
mind and think of something else. Time is your best ally. (~inne 22 to July 23) ~ 
r~, .~, .~ WHITEY TROEP TO KILL ~ I i { AT THE RATE 
~ W A L T Z E ~ ;  AWAY WHILE ~( I8~BL~ "~-~-  
THE LAW HAS.~L~,,R / I I | ,B I J~'~'~ / EVI~N 
/ l l~ . /  "BE KIND TC 
~liK'~'N~.~ \ N ULDM'T 
I \ ~  \ \ I~ l l I  ' ~  ~-=[ -  
I found out recently that my husband went to a massage eflident manner. Where you , 
parlor, and needless to say, he received more than 'a should "stand pat," however, 
massage for his money. He didn't tell me on his own, but I be f i rm-  but with tac t . .  CATFISH *'  
found out about it because he.CHARGED ill Can you TAURUS " 
beUeve this? When I confronted him with the evidence, he (Afar. 21 to May 21) ~ " " 
said he had planned to tell me, but he just hadn't gotten A new approach may be 
around.to it. neededinsomeareas, ht order ~ r~(~ R-L~S ! ~. CAI~ IT] 
We've been married for siz years and nothing like this tocopewithunusuulsitsatiocm i ~ ~ T ~ :  ) ~1,~1"1~,] 
has ever happened bef°re' He asked me t° please '°rgive but day, on the whole, i ! :~  .: i~" .~ 
him, and he promised it. wouldn't happen agoi~. ..._~.., LAI"rleAC.I"I~ THar~ ./_J 
I've always_ considered' myself to be a forgiving person, bringStimulateSadvuncemenLincentive' can~.. ' : '., " i ~ f  '{~'~ ~~"  ~ '  ~ " ~ " ~  ~'" ~ ~/ '%'  " 
but I can't seem to swallow my pride and leave this 
incident in the past where it belongs. Also, I have an GEMINI ] [~ .~"  . L, 
inferiority complex, and this haan t helped matters any. (May 22 to June 21) ~ 
, one. Meanwhile, I'd appreciate some ideas on how to get stimulates your versatility, .. 
over tide hurt. " . ingenuity and gmurul mmt,~ , 
SLOW TO HEAL alertness. Cooperate with .~="-  
helpful influences and it will J . .  
DEAR SLOW: The OMy way to get over a hart Is to not pay Off. ~)  ~ r ~  . 
dwell on it. Drive those "pcor me" thoughts out of your CANCER " - - - - - - "  
B.C. 
opposition seems unuanal~ 
strong. 
AQuaems _.~-~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)'~'.=~E~ 
Here Is one of those choice 
periods where your per. 
s0unllty, ambitions aM know- 
how, well.harnessed, can help 
you achieve top-flight records. ~mc~ X ~ 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
A new contact may give you 
(-~ow ~ A ~N W~o'o ~tv~ You " 
~ OFF HI~ F~A~, . . .  
i 
f" '" .... ~ 
. . . . .  '/,!I 
WIZARD OF ID 
300 ~AL M/~, ' ,~.~ I 
3~0 ~Z.RXLS, ~-~1 
~.  C~se...~1 
Be circumspect in~'lti~,a, 
DEARABBY:Theletterfromthewomanwhose friends careful in signing papoN, 
consider her some kind of freak because ha doesn't drive a handling the affairs of others. 
car could have been written by me--bet wasn't. 
I leeirned to drive early in life, but I gave it up for the ~'~'~_~)'aeY essentiaU 
following reasons: 23) J ~  (,,]don't really like'to drive, which is reason enough in (J~y.24 to Aug, present a quiet pic- 
a wend where we have to do so many things whether we tore.°~u"InJect a bit of pep into 
like them or not. 
(2) I'm afraid to drive with all the,drunks, kooks, dopes activities where needed. In. 
and plain incompetents who are out there killing and esntivecanbetalluredtomcot 
mahning other motorists, top requkmlents. 
(8) I have slow reflexes, and I lack confidence in my VIRGO' 23)~)~ 
ability to handle a car expertly. (Aug. 24 to Sept. 
I recently obeer.ved my 65th birthday, which is more Crush any desire to 
than can be said for thousands of teenagera who were pone import~t moves. Strike 
killed in automobile accidents because they couldn't wait to while the time is propitious 
get their driver's licenses, and the oppositl~ is off- 
So should anyone be so ill.bred as to ask me, "Are you balance, 
too stupid to drive a car?" I shall reply, "No, I'm too LIBRA ~_~,o~ 
amortl" DeNT DRIVE AND STILL ALIVE AT 65 (Sept. 24 to Oct 23) 
Patience will be needed in a 
• few tricky spots but day, an 
DEAR DON'Y: If more people were as smart as you, the ,,I,,,1o hn~ a his mh=mti~ 
we'd have more "=live at I~.". . . . . . . . . . .  ' "  ':":"~' 7--7 %:?e"~=~ , .= . ,  ~, " ~ , ' , ~ AyOla nasw, unau • e~. 
.. • '.'t,?;;:.3.~ ; ,':..'.'..'~;':~...,~ L'Y.; ~.. ";%.--~.~;~ "-:'. 22';:T:.~ :: , , " : , ? : ;  ": i :? . ' . : • ' ~ : ' .:..,'.': You CAN, deliver the goods DEAR ABBY: DESPERATE.IN DENVER.compisined". . . . .  . . . . . .  ' 
that her relatively oung husband has lost interest in sex. SCORPIO 
He hasn't. He has lost interest in HER. (Oct. 24 to Nov. 23)1~, 
He won't go to o doetor because he knows there's Al~spidous influences favor 
nothing wrong with him, so'he'd look pretty gaily. He is partnerships,  p romise  
getting it somewhere else. I hope she finds out about it cooperation in putt~ over 
sooner than I did. new deals and,projects. Don't 
MAD IN MADISON procrastinate. 
D~'.AR M~JD: Jud~g from my mail, you are in the .~Gr~ARIUS 
minority. Most women don't want to Imow..If they did, (Nov. 23 to Dec. 211 
Don't let good chances pass 
they'd see the obvious., you by. Capitalize m yo.ur 
Do yeu wkh you had more frland~7 For the secret d talents and be opthnistlc 
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular; about the day. It will be 
You're Never Too Youn~ or Too Old," Send $1 with a lan~, brighter than you realke. 
aelf4ddreared, stamped (38 cents) envelope to Abby, 133 CAPRICORN 5~t~ 
Luky Ddve, Beverly Hills, Cdif.90ZlZ . . . . . .  (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 
• . :  ,, .~- Be cautious in expam~z, 
, , .  //,,, -~-'J promotional efforts. Mest~, 
~ ~  ~ ( ~ ~ ~  do not fo r .  - -  whore 
OFhSAFET Y 
Winging Wet Woather I ~ ~  
Landings I~ ' r '  I ~  IJllJ~..~ 
l r~ntdnn n~ infest, ~ina l~n l~R i i  , s ~r  I , ~ ~r. - . .  
DOONESBURY 
br nnmt  i - - l rk l¢  l ad  Johnny hurt 
~l T~ ,45 .~ 
. . . . .  
.@,:!=!:1 
7"4" 
I i TH~!7/~Z~ R~ 7/~  
~/N~U/~-  7e,~,~v,~. I I ~/s/s AN~n~A II~T~ 
I-": 
Earn 
statesmanship or the ndlhary. 
Blrthdate : . T~,,~' at ies,t , • Of Napo leon  n nee und, rsland 
Bonaparte, em~ror  el ingwireinour nelghb.rhu.dwhnlel~ 
~runCl~; Sir Wnl~d' =~ntt. her hu,hand go out one nighl eve,ry 
" ' - - ' - -  . . . . .  ' week wilh the hey.,. He'~ , 
novelist. ~mtn,ast ..r. 
,~ l t t  bL1 
by Garry Trudeau 
~/~ ~/~ ~LY~ f i l l  
=" I1 1 
extra money, 
an unusual idea for furthering 
o .'ou :" I r t _ _
YOU BORN TODAY have a 
vibrant, outgoing attitude A 40- 1 Iongshot, "Nickel Coin," won the Grand National Steeplechase in 1951 after 
toward ILfe, You ore oz. being trained on a diet of duck eggs and beerf 
iremely anergeUc and woad( 
make an excollunt ezeeuUve m R  /~/~. - - -~  gEBT LAUGH   ,NUI 
earn to control a tandmcy • ,~  '.l-~_--~ 
owBrd L~'o~.ee  w~th thoso ~ ~ :  @ ; '~ ~:  ~ A ,i,n io . heaitb fo~d ~.,p 
~ld~"  y0ur  s~pervi~d0~, Yet] ~:  I tqnre window: 'tYou can fool .n ine of 
have .a great love of the arts ~*~ the people e.eme of the l ime, and ~ " - -  ~1 ~eneraliy speaking that's enough to 
End could excel in almost any =-~.--r-, . a,ow for a profit," 
of them R properly trained -- ~ i 
but, perhaps, more spot- , ,~  
=~ly  = ~=~c, ~lU~ ~ ~ ~:  
the theater. A born leade¢, you 
could also succeed, in 
During or after rainstorms, 
landing a plane can be a by allowing water to drain off  
tricky business. I f  there Is e the runway through spaces 
film of surface water on the le f t  between par t i c les  o f  
runway, the aircraft may pavement. 
hydroplane. That k, its tires A special asphalt holds the 
may fail to firmly grasp the pa.vement in place. It 's made 
• runway. Should that happen, by  me ~ley  O|l uompany 
the pi lot can lose braking and ann  centre.ha ~eopre.ne,Da 
directional control of  the aynmeuc rusher maae uy u 
nlane Pont. Neoprene helps the 
~No ' "o ever a t e bf asphalt hold the pavement in
w, .n w~. ~ %. YP. ,_ place during hot weather and 
pavemenc cauea z-orous ~nc- tard ha d . . . .  ~:^. ~ . . . .  k .  k . . .  .=. re r enlng anu cracking 
.. . . .  " " ' °= "=" . . . . . . .  " during cold weather. 
veloped to help prevent hat . . . . . . . . . .  " " " • rts .~zrpor~ ~na¢ use ic repor¢ z~s usea at many atrpo , ; _ .  . . . . . .  , it  success fu l ly  a l lev ia tes  
i ne luo lng  wash ington  S k- J . - - - -a - - - t . .  
National Airport, and works -~u~, - - , .a .  
Marsh World 
- . .B -  ..... 
TOADS -- Toads are distinguished by warty skin 
and a large gland behind each eye, which produces 
a secretion repugnant o would-be predators. These 
valuable insect.destroyers ore often found near 
water. Two common specips are: "A" Western To~d 
(Bufo hemiophrye) identified 'by the broad, cranial' 
ridge or shield on the forehead; and "B" American 
Toad (Bufo amorlcanus) recognlzed by very warty 
skin end two distinct ridges on the head. Both 
species vary from two to five inches in length, 'and 
have extendable throat pouches to produce trilling 
F~ a ~  
Ducks Unlimited (Canada) 
,1190 Waverley at., winnipeg, Man, R3T 2E2 ~ 256.78 
A ~ale..,ma. in a leather goods 
store .~o~gested to a customer, 
"('on I interest you in a 
bea.tif.lly embossed h, lter 
,,pea,r?" "No," responded Ihe 
customer. " I 'm married In 
A clergyman assured his con. 
gregatlon, "Every blade of 
grass Is a sermon," Then 
several days later, as the 
minister was mowing his lawn, 
a member of the eongregatlo~ 
passed by and nodded appear. 
Ingly. "That's the stuff, 
Father! Cut your sermon 
short." 
We know a Frlh~w who mainl=dm 
~1978 KinB Features Syndicate, ira. A ,aih,r w,,ni .,e(~l'ull~ to @,ep' one." tirol his g,lf emm, i, impr, winK, He 
d.v,,d a filn rouad ,if eiRhleenholeJ 
=~,  == ~ ~ ~w t ,=uw w ~d~' l 'n  a park IH, neh wllh a s i r  n nu; wl!r • I";,rr mttkv, rarh year it takes k'ss do," otht,r d |y  w th.ut fu I n R off It~ 
'l"~P*1"l='~"v'~q"'q"~q"~'q"rq" hi..hem, whirl, wad: D. m,t d ~rh. lime Iw fly ;ir..nd the w.rld and K.If ,"~rt .no,,. 
The Ih~.l°o all in. more time Io drive to work. " 
. ~ ,  ,, ~ ~,r'-: 
~ "~ ~ 33,@ i .  , 
Istellsr explosion in which a i .  :.~t. ' .,.. " ' . l l . \~ ( ~r~ ,, ux~-~( "~,,~I~ ~, )  
into space, is as br ight i= ' =~ "i"lv~ ~1 ~-~ \ ~J J  ] ]'--~'~, \ ~. ] l ~ ./_ 
[as 10 to 100 million suns Ill J=---~'~'--IIt [-| '• . . , .~  ] .t~ Io\ -- /~ ' - - '~ '~ ~/ ' (T  "~'' '-" ~1 
tlu~r t* ,m~ , .... s. 
become a paper carrier 
"In language, clsriW is every- 
thing.", Confucius 
"Nor you can't wear it to school. Put it back 
on the wall." 
, f ,  
~/-'IL 
, :d~. ~ 
?i:i~ i
, :iilL ¸ 
I "  
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Beirut sabota;ze kills 98 
BEIRUT (AP)- A powerful 
bomb blasted a nine storey 
building in the Palestinian 
quarter of the Lebanese 
capital into a heap of con- 
crete,  twisted metal and 
~lasa Sunday, killing at least 
96 persons and perhaps as 
many as 161. 
It was the worst act of 
sabotase in Lebanon's 
history. No one has so far 
claimed responsihiUty for 
the blast, but it was believed 
to be the latest act of an inter 
Palestinian feud. 
Palest in ian * off ieials 
estimated the bomb con- 
tained more than 550 pounds 
of posUc explosive. The 
main target appeared tobe a 
radical Palestiuian splinter 
group supported by Iraq.the 
Palestine Liberation FRont 
(PLF). Most of the group's 
Jeaders had left the building 
before the explosion. 
The head of the PLF, Abul 
Abass, 29, said 98 Palestinlan 
are known dead, including 37 
of his highly trained 
operatives. He reported 
another 63 still buried under 
the smoking rubble Sunday 
uiaht. 
At least eight residents of 
I I 
the bombed building on the 
edge of the Sabra 
•Palestinlan officials said. 
The explosion, which 
occurred at 12:15 a.m., 
shattered windows and 
knocked residents out 0( bed 
/or half a kilometre in all 
directions. 
REPORTERS CHASED 
Armed guerdUsa angrily 
chased away repsrtem, as 
weeping relatives and 
friends watchedthe search 
operation. 
Ahass's pro Iraqi ex- 
tremists have been locked in 
s bleddy feud with Yasser 
Ara fa t ' s  ma ins t ream 
guerrills StouP, AI Fatab, 
mainly over pelicy toward 
Israel. 
But Abass told The 
Associated Press he believes 
niether Arafat's group nor 
Israel was responsible for 
the bombing. He indicated it
was the work of a pro Syria 
spl/nter groUp caged the" 
Popular Front for the 
Liberation of Palestine 
General Command (PFLP) 
GC. 
Referring totbe PFLP GC, 
• ~ass  said: "They wanted to 
kill me and the movement in
order undermine recon- Abasa nd PFLP GC drier, 
elliatiQn moves that were Ahmed GebriI, a former 
under way at the time. They Syrian army captain, have 
wanted to keep the inter been bitter rivals for more 
Palestin]an rift brewL,)8." .than two years when they 
Spokesmen for the PFLP split over Syria's in- 
GC could not be reached for tervenUon in the 197576 
comment. L~banose civil war. 
~it~]lat a
~ a  • 
apnce makes. 
See kryoursel f  at 
~ 7  TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4912 Hwy. lo Terrace, B.C. VOG 11.8 
L18.8171 Dealer Lieence 02044A 
HOND~ Test drivea Honda today. 
BUSINESS DIREOTORY 
i i i i i  r -  -- T . . . . . . . .  I 
DR. BUSINESSMAN! 
• ~b Space Is Reserved 
For Your Ad. 
I I |  
BONDED INSURED 
i)HILLIPS JANITORIAL 
R E S I D E N T I A L C O MMEi tC iAL"  iN'0-us"rRIAL. 
FREE ESTIMATES 
, All Types of Cleaning 
C A R P E T S T E A M WINDOW CLEANING 
CLEANING 
All work done to your satisfaction 
R.R. 2 N. EBY, LIEN PHILLIPS 
TIE.RRACE, B.C.. MANAGEI Tel. 635.3453 
TOOVEY 
SERVICE 
OAHAVENTURE 
MERCURY ,boats) YAMAHA 
,outboard DOUr"  
m,ors) {;=5aln saws) 
Hours: Mon..  Sat. 8-¢' 
Dealer Licence 63S-6929 4H6 Oral8 Number 02013A 
Terrace Electrode Repairs Ud, 
SERVlNR TERNAOE i KITIMAT 
,O..~'~ SERVICE ON ALL 
MAKES OF T.V.'s . 
b~ 'e  Warranty Depot for 
WO~ - Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, 
Sylvania 
MON. - SAT. 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
4908 Graham 635.4543 
REI  ' LTD. 
Most Anything. Most Anytime For 
CONTRACTORS-INDUSTRY-INDIVIDUALS 
Hours: Mort. - Sat. 8.6 
63§4417 4946 Greig Avenue 
Phone 635.7417 
KITCHEN CABI~IETS  • VANIT IES  • INSTALLATION 
• MOULDED COUNTERTOPS.  • 
K: ooo 
BRAD REESE IAr  " 
AREA MANAGER ~ABINETS 
8159 • 5TH AVENUE 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C .  V2L  3KB (NORTHERN) LTD. " 
BUS.  564 .1488 
RES. 562 .2281 FREE ESTIMATES 
B A N Q U E T S  PARTIES  
RECEPT IONS 
Eagle Disco 
TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
638-8195 
ANSWERING, 
PAGING; 
MONITORING OR 
PHOTOCOPYING 
SERVICES 
e. POLICHEK J.Y. PAUL 24 HOUR SERVICE  
PHONE 635-5683 PHONE 6~tE-g2mtZ 
, , 4503-D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V5 
I 
CHARTER: SUZUKI Motoroyolll$ and DEEP SEA SAILBOAT 
• Coastal Cruising, Diving, ~ , .~ accessories in stock NOW! Full Equipped 
~ ~  Learn to Water Ski at . ~  
k "" , Lakelse Lake .  ~ imIK~ 
Reasonable Rates 
Boats for Sale 
Terrace Equipment hies Ltd. I MERMAIDYACHTSALES&CHARTERS 
4441 Lnkidso635.6384 | Phone 798.2247 
Dealer No. 01249A ~" SUZUK| GOES THE DIS?ANCE! ] at WaterLily Bay Resort 
Ih " I 
~ ~ 6 ' 
~dy ~ 636-39~ I ! I 
4434 LAKELSE AVE.  I OONORETE TERRACE,  B.C." I ! _..v.o.o, I [ gUSTO'  DONORETE PROD.  i 1 tEb~:t~:£LoLc EAVENUE PHONE (604,635.3863 
J Sane, Gravel, Drain Hook I I v.o..,, o..,., 
Call us at 635-6357 9 to 5 
HARDWARE ~ STORES 
c:E: a=at=E  
60RDON 
AND 
AHDERSOH 
T.V. GUIDE 
All lintinp subject to cheap without notice. 
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' ~11 KING 
(NBC) 
51481~ GameNewsNeWlyw~lNews 
I 
News 
• News 
145 News 
I • i l l  
Seattle 
]~ Tonight 
145 Name That 
Tune , 
i~  : Just for 
Laughs 
Cen't 
145 con't 
i ~ :oo jag E~-ent 
] U :IS I Movle " 
I _--iF :30 I"My Name 
I V :45 lie Nobody" 
Henry Fonda 
Terence Hill 
Jean Martin 
145 Con't 
!~ News 
The 
145 Tonight 
The 
Tonight' 
145 Show 
Wednesday, lulg~ 16 
' ,eNew 
, High Rollers 
; Wheel of 
I | d 145 Fortune 
| I :00 America 
:15 Alive 
: 30 Con't 
i • Hollywood . i Squares Days 145 of 
a :00 Our 
: 15 Lives 
:30 The 
I : aS Doctors 
2 .he, World 
Con't 
145 Con't 
I 
Happy" 
145 Elvls Presley 
Shelley Fabares 
Gary Crosby 
" 145 Mary Ann Mobley 
Con't ,-. 
CFTK 
(COt:.) 
CFL '78 
Cen't 
Can't 
Con't 
• Can't 
Con't 
Co n't 
Con't 
Cen't 
Con't 
Con't 
Can't 
Hourglass 
Con';t 
Con't 
Can't 
Vsrlety 
"78 
Sheena 
Journal 
Laverne and 
Shirley 
Mary Tyler 
,'~onre 
The National 
Night Final 
Poldark 
Con 't 
Cen't 
Con't 
Con't 
Con't 
5 psm, to midnisht ~ 
4 eCTV 
• (CTV) 
Emergency 
Con't 
I The Gong 
Show 
News 
Hour 
Con't 
Con't 
Stars on 
Ice 
Search and 
Rescue 
Man from 
Atlentls 
Con't 
Con't 
Funny 
Farm 
Carter 
Country 
Lou 
Grant 
Show 
Con't 
CTV News 
News 
• Hour 
Final 
The Late" 
Show 
"The 
Psychopath" 
KCTS 
(PBS) 
I 
Mister 
Rogers 
.Electric 
Company 
Zoom 
Zoom 
Over 
Easy 
i I 
MOcNell- 
Lehrer 
Newsmakers 
Can't 
Anna 
Karenina 
Con't 
Cen't 
Special 
Con't 
The Two 
Rennles 
Dial 
Line 
Nine , 
Can't 
Dick 
Cavett Show 
Book 
Bent 
I 
Late 
Movies 
TBA 
Cen't 
10 a,m, to 6 psm, 
Friendly Giant Jean Cannem 
Boniour Show 
Mr. Definition 
Dressup Con't 
Sesame Kareen's 
Street Yoga 
Con't It's Your 
Con't Move 
I Dream Noon 
of Jeannle News 
Ryan's Movie Matinee 
Hope "Larry" 
CBC News Con't 
Bob Con't 
McLean Cen't 
Show 
Hollywood Another 
Squares World 
Edge of Con't 
Night Con't 
High The 
Hopes Alan 
30 from Hamel 
Edmonton Show 
kiffle ' The Lucy 
Women Show 
Vision Emergency 
_ O n  Con't 
Tic Tac 
Dough . 
Love of 
Life.News 
VYoung & 
the Restless 
Search for 
Tomorrow 
Eyewitness 
News 
As 
the 
World 
Turns 
Guiding 
Light 
Con't 
Can't 
All In 
the Family 
Dinah !
~'t  
~ Sesame Street Con't 
Can't 
i • l l i l l • l l i •••••  B•••II•IIII||BB|||B|BBB|~B|BBB|BBB||B|BBBBBBIIm 
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25% J 
i off all camping equipment i 
• . . [] 
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[] • 
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6ordon and Anderson Ltd, 
Store mourn: 
Tues.-Sat. 9a.m.-5:30p.m. 
Friday 9a.m.-gp.m. 
0LOSED MONDAY 
( ' I IAR( ;FX  
" WSA 
i J  
